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Abstract 

The bacterial flagellar switch is responsible for controlling the direction of rotation of the 

bacterial flagellar motor during chemotaxis. The flagellar switch has a highly cooperative 

response, contributing to the remarkable signal amplification observed in the Escherichia 

coli chemotactic signal transduction pathway. A central goal in the study of the pathway 

has been to understand such sources of amplification.  

Flagellar switching has classically been understood in terms of the two-state concerted 

model of allosteric cooperativity. In this study, switching of single motors was observed 

with high resolution back-focal-plane interferometry, uncovering the stochastic multi-

state nature of the switch. The observations are in detailed quantitative agreement with 

simulations of a recent general model of allosteric cooperativity, exhibiting the novel 

phenomenon of conformational spread.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Preamble 

Reductionism is a necessary component for successful scientific enquiry, but alone is 

insufficient to understand the emergent properties of biological complexity. A systems 

approach to the subject is required, in which the multi-variate datasets of experimental 

investigation are integrated by sweeping quantitative models, through numerous rounds 

of the Scientific Method. In this way, it is hoped that insightful in silico reproductions of 

the system can be achieved, and possibly even that biological laws are established. 

The bacterial chemotaxis network is among the most well characterised signal 

transduction pathways in biology. The core of the network is conserved throughout the 

bacterial kingdom, with the simplest and paradigmatic form found in Escherichia coli (E. 

coli). In this species, the structure, copy number, localisation and kinetics of almost all 

known participating proteins have been elucidated. Together with the superior 

experimental accessibility of signal output, namely flagellar rotation, the pathway has 

provided an ideal candidate for systems biology study. The lessons learned are expected 

to be of broad relevance to other biological systems.   
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1.2 The motility of E. coli 

Of the various forms of locomotion observed in the bacterial kingdom, E. coli, the 

protagonist of this study, swims in fluid by rotating long helical flagellar filaments that 

are attached to rotary molecular motors embedded in the cell envelope (Berg and 

Anderson, 1973, Silversmith and Simon, 1974). The bacterium operates in an 

environment with a low Reynolds number (~10-4), such that viscous drag dominates 

inertia. Propulsion arises due to the reaction force against viscous drag over non-

reciprocal cycles of rotating helical flagella, rather than the displacement of fluid as in a 

macroscopic propeller, resulting in cell translation (and roll) (Purcell, 1997). 

There are typically half a dozen independently functioning motors distributed over the 

cell surface, each able to rotate clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW). During 

CCW rotation (looking down the filament towards the cell body), the stable left-handed 

flagella form a bundle due to hydrodynamic interactions, allowing the cell to ‘run’ 

smoothly in one direction at speeds of 20-30 µm s-1. During CW rotation of one or more 

motors, the associated flagella undergo a torsionally induced polymorphic transformation 

to an unstable right-handed state and leave the bundle, causing erratic ‘tumbling’ of the 

cell, and random reorientation for the subsequent run (Berg and Brown, 1972, Turner et 

al. 2000, Darnton et al. 2007, Kim et al., 2003) (Figure 1.1). The ability of motors to 

switch direction of rotation is pivotal to the process of chemotaxis, the biased random 

walk towards high concentrations of attractant molecules and away from high 

concentrations of repellent molecules in the extra-cellular environment (Brown and Berg, 

1974, Berg and Tedesco, 1975). 
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Figure 1.1. A swimming E. coli bacterial cell, where the body and filaments have been labelled with Alexa 

Fluor 532 and illuminated by a strobed argon-ion laser (image from Turner et al., 2000). Frame rate is 60 

Hz and every other frame is shown. All but one of the filaments undergo a polymorphic transformation, 

disrupting the bundle and redirecting the cell.   
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Being too small in size to sense gradients directly, the cell measures spatial gradients by 

temporal sampling as it swims. In baseline swimming behaviour, cells run for ~ 1 s and 

tumble for ~ 1/10 s. By modulating the frequency of switching between CW and CCW 

rotation, the cell can perform a biased random walk to preferable areas. When the cell 

moves up a spatial gradient of attractant or down a spatial gradient of repellent, runs are 

extended, up to ~ 10 s. Runs do not exceed the 1-10 s range due to physical 

considerations (Berg and Purcell, 1977). Below 1 s, the cell does not travel far enough to 

outrun diffusion and make a fresh estimate of stimuli concentration. Meanwhile, running 

for longer than 10 s is futile since the cell drifts off course by more than 90° due to 

Brownian motion. The motors receive instructions to modulate the frequency of 

switching via an intracellular signal transduction pathway, which is reviewed in the next 

section. 

 

1.3 The chemosensory pathway of E. coli 

1.3.1 Molecular details 

Many signal transduction pathways in prokaryotes utilise two-component histidine-

aspartate phosphorelay (HAP) systems, in which a histidine protein kinase with a fused 

sensory domain catalyses the transfer of phosphoryl groups from adenosine-tri-phosphate 

(ATP) to one of its own histidine residues. The group is then transferred to an aspartate 

residue on a response regulator that proceeds to regulate the pathway output. The 

chemosensory pathway of E. coli represents a variation on this theme and has been 

thoroughly characterised. For reviews see Bren and Eisenbach, 2000, Bourret and Stock, 
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2002, Wadhams and Armitage, 2004, Sourjik, 2004, Parkinson et al., 2005, Baker et al., 

2006ab.  

The system is depicted in Figure 1.2. Dedicated transmembrane receptor proteins are 

responsible for detecting attractant and repellent stimuli. Different receptor species are 

capable of binding aspartate and maltose (Tar receptor), serine (Tsr receptor), dipeptides 

(Tap receptor), or ribose and galactose (Trg). A fifth type of receptor (Aer) detects redox 

potential for mediating aerotaxis responses. Tar and Tsr are the major receptors, 

comprising ~7500 molecules per cell, while the minor receptors number a few hundred 

copies. The histidine protein kinase CheA associates with receptors via the coupling 

protein CheW to form sensory complexes. Signalling proceeds through conformational 

changes induced in receptors as a result of changes in occupancy, which are propagated 

to CheA. Sensory complex response occurs over the timescale of milliseconds. 

Autophosphorylation activity of CheA is enhanced by increases in repellents or decreases 

in attractants. The phosphoryl group is transferred to the response regulator CheY protein 

on the timescale of tenths of seconds. CheY-P is released and diffuses to motors on the 

timescale of microseconds, where binding to the motor increases the probability of CW 

rotation. CheA autophosphorylation is inhibited by increases in attractants or decreases in 

repellents, leading to a decrease in CheY-P concentration and increased probability of 

CCW rotation. 

Three other proteins complete the pathway. The phosphatase CheZ, localised to the 

sensory complex, provides signal termination and a steady-state level of CheY-P during 

adapted conditions by decreasing CheY-P half life from ~ 20s to ~ 200ms. Adaptation to  
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Figure 1.2. The E. coli chemosensory pathway. Diagram modified from Sourjik, 2004. Solid arrows 

identify localisation, dashed arrows identify interactions. Receptors form homodimers. The periplasmic 

sensory domain of receptor monomers consist of an up-down-up-down four helix bundle, connected via a 

hydrophobic membrane spanning helix to a long hairpin-like anti-parallel coiled coil extending into the 

cytoplasm. A highly conserved signalling domain at the cytoplasmic tip binds CheW and CheA. CheA has 

five domains: a phosphorylation domain (P1); a binding domain (P2); a dimerisation domain (P3); a 

catalytic domain (P4) and a regulatory domain for coupling CheA to CheW (P5). CheA is expressed in two 

forms: full-length CheAL and short-length CheAS, which lacks a phosphorylation site and binds CheZ. 

CheY and CheB bind competitively to P2 and are phosphorylated by the P1 domain of CheAL. CheR and 

CheB bind in competition to an NWETF pentapeptide sequence at the C-terminus of the major receptors 

(Tar and Tsr) for receptor modification (this sequence is absent in minor receptors, which are modified by 

CheR/CheB docked to nearby major receptors).  
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attractant stimuli is mediated by the constitutively active methyltransferase CheR, which 

adds methyl groups to receptors from a cytoplasmic pool of S-adenosyl methionine, to 

increase CheA activity. Adaptation to repellent stimuli is mediated by the methylesterase 

CheB, a second response regulator that is phosphorylated by CheA, before proceeding to 

demethylate or deamidate receptors. Phosphotransfer to CheY is faster than to CheB, 

ensuring a response is generated before adaptation occurs. Negative feedback in both 

adaptation scenarios is provided by CheB. Adaptation occurs on the timescale of seconds 

under physiological conditions and resets signalling to the baseline level. 

 

1.3.2 Amplification 

The remarkable signal processing abilities of the E. coli chemosensory pathway have 

been the subject of interest for several decades. Early investigation explored the 

rotational response of a tethered cell (attached by a single antibody-treated filament to a 

microscope coverslip) following exposure to small steps in aspartate concentration 

delivered iontophoretically (Segall et al., 1986). According to estimates of receptor 

number and aspartate dissociation constant, steps leading to a change in the aspartate 

receptor occupancy of just 0.2 % (~ 20 out of the ~ 10000 receptors) resulted in a 23 % 

change in CW bias (the probability of CW rotation). The amplification of the pathway, 

defined as the fractional change in CW bias divided by the fractional change in receptor 

occupancy, therefore stands at a factor of ~ 100. Coupling to the adaptation system 

allows widely variable sensitivity (defined as the inverse of the concentration resulting in 

a half maximal response) and prevents signal saturation at higher stimuli concentrations 

(Koshland et al., 1982). The cell has the resulting ability to maintain the amplification 
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response over ambient concentrations spanning five orders of magnitude from 10 nM 

aspartate (Bray, 2002). 

The higher order organisation of the receptors is critical for this response. The revelation 

that sensory complexes assemble into tight clusters (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993, Sourjik 

and Berg, 2000) rather than being scattered independently around the cell surface 

indicated a possible source of interaction responsible for amplification (Bray et al., 

1998). Indeed, clustering has since been observed in all other examined bacteria and 

archea (Gestwicki et al., 2000) suggesting a universal mechanism for signal processing. 

The basic receptor units of the cluster in E. coli are thought to be homo- and hetero-

trimers of homo-dimers (Kim et al., 1999, Ames et al., 2002, Studdert and Parkinson, 

2004). Various stochiometries for CheW and CheA relative to the trimers have been 

proposed (Li and Hazelbauer, 2004, Ames and Parkinson, 1994, Ames et al., 2002), but 

all arrangements suggest that several receptors have collaborative control over only a few 

CheA dimers. This also provides a means of signal integration and an explanation for 

how the minor receptors are able to generate a response equal to the major receptors 

(Sourjik and Berg, 2004). 

Confirmation of the contribution of clusters to pathway amplification was provided by an 

in vivo fluorescence study, where CheA activity was inferred from the steady-state 

concentration of the CheZ-CheY-P complex, measured using Forster-resonance-energy-

transfer (FRET) between the fluorescently labelled CheZ and CheY proteins (Sourjik and 

Berg, 2002a). A 1 % change in receptor occupancy resulted in a 35 % inhibition of CheA 

activity. Interactions between receptors have since been elucidated (Li and Weis, 2000, 

Bornhorst and Falke, 2000, Gestwicki and Kiessling, 2002); a notable study using the 
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above approach demonstrated that heterogeneous receptor populations operate with 

reduced amplification relative to homogenous populations, indicating functional 

interactions between receptors (Sourjik and Berg, 2004). Modelling of the response as a 

function of receptor species homogeneity (Sourjik and Berg, 2004, Endres et al., 2008) 

suggests that receptor trimers form teams of ~ 10 units. Domain swapping has been 

proposed as a mechanism of interaction, in which the second coiled coil after the hairpin 

in one receptor partners with the first coiled coil in a neighbouring receptor (Wolanin and 

Stock, 2004). Receptor interaction mediated via the CheA-CheW complex has also been 

considered (Shimizu et al., 2000).          

Beyond the clusters, there does not appear to be any amplification in the cytoplasm; a 

linear relationship exists between CheA activity and CheY-P concentration, and CheZ 

deletion mutants retain amplification ability (Kim et al., 2001, Sourjik and Berg, 

2002ab). The second and final amplification step occurs at the motor. Early tethered cell 

studies relying on population averaging revealed a weak sigmoidal dependence of CW 

bias on expressed CheY-P concentration (Scharf et al., 1998a, Alon et al., 1998). A later 

study demonstrating the importance of single cell measurements corrected this finding. 

The concentration of fluorescently labelled CheY-P was variably expressed and 

monitored in a single immobilised cell, while motor rotational bias was assessed by video 

darkfield microscopy of a latex bead attached to a rotating flagellum (Cluzel et al., 2000). 

A steep sigmoidal relationship was observed between CheY-P concentration and motor 

bias: for very small changes in CheY-P concentration about the operational value (~ 3 

µM), very large changes in motor bias are observed, leading to a maximum of 4-fold 
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amplification in the signal. When combined with the receptor amplification, this motor 

response explains the overall ~ 100 fold amplification in the pathway.  

In terms of understanding the cell’s signal processing abilities, attention has focused 

mainly on the receptor-end of the pathway, the chief source of amplification, and 

adaptation, in chemotactic response. This study concerns the end-point amplification 

mechanism. In the following sections, we review our experimental subject, the bacterial 

flagellar motor and flagellar switch.  

 

1.4 The bacterial flagellar motor of E. coli 

1.4.1 Structure and function 

Flagellar rotation is due to the bacterial flagellar motor, which is capable of driving 

filaments at rotation rates, or ‘speeds’, of order 100 Hz in E. coli (the record is held by 

the Vibrio species, clocked at 1700 Hz). At 11 MDa, comprising ~ 13 different protein 

components and a further ~ 25 for expression and assembly, the motor is one of the 

largest and most complicated assemblies in the bacterial cell (Berg, 2002). As with the 

chemosensory pathway, E. coli provides the most well studied example, along with 

Salmonella enterica Sv typhimurium (S. typhimurium) and Thermotoga maritima (T. 

maritima). 

Electron microscopy reconstructions have provided a general picture of the flagellar 

motor (Figure 1.3). Like macroscopic rotary motors, the motor consists of a rotor and 

stator. The rotor comprises four rings and a rod (DePamphilis and Adler, 1971). The MS 

(Membrane, Supermembranous) ring is constructed first, of ~ 26 FliF protein subunits  
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Figure 1.3. Schematic of the bacterial flagellar motor (from Sowa and Berry, 2008). The motor consists of a 

rotor comprising a rod and four rings, and a stator comprising MotA2MotB4 units. The assembly spans the 

outer membrane (OM), peptidoglycan wall (PG) and cytoplasmic membrane (CM). Rotation is coupled to 

the flagellar filament via the hook, a universal joint. Right: detail of the proposed location and orientation 

of C-ring proteins consistent with the model of Brown et al., 2007. X-ray crystal structures of the truncated 

proteins are shown docked into rotor structure. N- and C- termini and missing amino acids are indicated.   
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(Suzuki et al. 2004), and serves as a platform for the remaining self-assembly. The L 

(Lipopolysaccharide) and P (Peptidoglycan) rings are believed to serve as bushing 

between the motor and outer envelope. The rod connects the MS ring to the hook, which 

serves as a universal joint for the rigid filament, allowing filaments from different motors 

to bundle and rotate (Samatey et al., 2004). Both hook and filament are tubular polymers 

of a single protein, FlgE and FliC respectively. Apparatus within the C (Cytoplasmic) 

ring allow these proteins to be exported by diffusion through the hollow rotor, hook and 

filament for incorporation at the distal end (Minamino and Namba, 2004).  

The C-ring constitutes the proteins FliG, FliM and FliN, and is believed to be the site for 

torque generation (Katamaya et al., 1996). The assembly is also known as the switch 

complex, since mutations here lead to defective switching phenotypes (Yamaguchi et al. 

1986ab). FliN is important in assembly and is thought to provide a scaffold for the switch 

(Dyer et al., 2009). Atomic structures of the T. maritima middle and C-terminal domains 

of FliG, middle domain of FliM and C-terminal domain of FliN have been resolved by X-

ray crystallography (Lloyd et al. 1999, Brown et al. 2002, 2005; Park et al. 2006), as well 

as a peptide version of the E. coli N-terminal domain of FliM (Lee et al., 2001, Dyer et 

al., 2004, Dyer and Dahlquist, 2006). Biochemical studies have provided a model for the 

locations of these proteins within the C-ring (Lowder et al. 2005, Paul and Blair 2006, 

Paul et al. 2006, Brown et al. 2007, Park et al., 2006). A partly functional fusion between 

FliF and FliG indicate that the MS and C-rings are connected and that there are ~ 26 

copies of FliG present (Francis et al. 1992). Meanwhile there are ~ 34 FliM and ~ 34 

tetramers of FliN protein subunits (Thomas et 1999). Various configurations have been 

proposed to reconcile the mismatch between the FliG and FliM ring symmetries: in one 
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reconstruction, the C-ring inner lobe shares the MS-ring symmetry, while the outer lobe 

independently maintains 34-fold symmetry (Thomas et al. 2006); another model (Brown 

et al. 2007) suggests that FliG spans both lobes, and that there are ~ (34-26) defects in the 

outer lobe missing FliG. 

In a technique known as ‘resurrection’, the incorporation of successive stator units into 

the motor by controlled expression of stator protein leads to step-wise increases in speed, 

demonstrating that there are ~ 10 torque generating units surrounding the rotor, and that 

the units function independently and contribute equally to output (Reid et al., 2006). The 

units continuously turnover during rotation, as observed in a study using labelled units 

with Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (Leake at al., 2006). The 

average lifetime of a unit is < 1 minute; the reason for turnover is unclear, but exchange 

might serve the replacement of damaged units. The stator units are unusual among motor 

proteins for their free energy source: in cells lacking the ability to generate ATP (the 

common energy currency of the cell, as produced by ATP-synthase, the only other 

molecular motor known to utilise rotary rather than linear motion) flagellar rotation was 

restored by the application of an artificial membrane voltage or pH gradient, 

demonstrating that the motor is ion driven (Manson et al., 1977, Matsuura et al., 1977). 

These ion translocating membrane complexes comprise four MotA and two MotB 

proteins subunits in proton-driven motors such as E. coli (Blair and Berg, 1990, de Mot 

and Vanderlayden 1994, Braun et al. 2004, Kojima and Blair 2004), and four PomA and 

two PomB protein subunits in sodium-driven motors such as Vibrio alginolyticus (Sato 

and Homma 2000). No atomic structures exist for any part of the stator, but cross-linking 

and site-directed mutagenesis studies have revealed their general topology and function 
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(Dean et al. 1984, Chun and Parkinson 1988, de Mot and Vanderlayden 1994). MotA has 

four membrane spanning alpha-helices with a large cytoplasmic domain; MotB has one 

membrane spanning alpha-helix and a large periplasmic domain. The C-terminal 

periplasmic domain of MotB has a peptidoglycan binding motif, allowing the unit to be 

anchored to the cell wall. The four alpha-helices of one MotA unit surround a suspected 

protein binding site at residue Asp32 on MotB (Sharp et al. 1995ab); this configuration is 

expected to form one of two ion channels per MotA4MotB2 unit (Braun and Blair 2001). 

The electrochemical gradient of protons maintained across the inner membrane by 

respiration provides the free energy source for work. The free energy gain per unit charge 

crossing the membrane is given by the Ion Motive Force (IMF), which consists of an 

enthalpic term (due to the electrical potential difference across the membrane) and an 

entropic term (due to the chemical potential difference across the membrane). Stator unit 

assembly into the motor is dependent on the existence of an IMF (Fukuoka et al., 2009). 

Under typical biological conditions, a single ion transit provides ~ 6 kBT0, where kB is 

Boltzmann’s constant and T0 is standard temperature (compare this to ~ 20 kBT0 for the 

hydrolysis of an ATP molecule) (Sowa and Berry, 2002). Ion transit is expected to 

coordinate conformational changes in MotA via MotB-Asp32. The cytoplasmic domain 

of MotA contains two charged residues that interact electrostatically with five charged 

residues on FliGc, the suspected site for torque generation (Lloyd and Blair 1997, Zhou 

and Blair 1997, Zhou et al. 1998).  
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1.4.2 Rotation studies 

Molecular motors follow mechano-chemical cycles wherein discrete units of fuel are 

consumed in order to take steps along a discrete track.  The cycles of a number of motor 

proteins have been elucidated, most notably the ATP-dependent procession of Myosin V 

and Kinesin along actin and microtubules respectively (Yildiz et al., 2003, Yildiz et al., 

2004). The evolution of experimental techniques for studying and controlling the rotation 

of the bacterial flagellar motor has allowed the observation of discretised rotation, 

providing the first step towards understanding the mechano-chemical cycle between ion 

flux and the torque-generating conformational changes of a stator unit. 

Early studies constructed motor torque versus speed relationships to characterise motor 

output. The viscous load on the motor, equal to motor torque in steady state rotation, can 

be controlled by varying the size of a plastic bead (of order 1 µm diameter) attached to 

the truncated filament of an immobilised cell, and also varying the viscosity of the 

environment. At the same time, the bead can be used as a marker. Superior position 

detection to standard video imaging can be achieved with back-focal plane interferometry 

(Ryu et al., 2000). Here, a weak laser is focused on the dielectric bead, and small changes 

in bead position are accompanied by shifts in refracted laser light, as measured by a 

quadrant photodiode in a plane conjugate to the back-focal plane (BFP) of the 

microscope’s condenser. 

The zero-load regime was probed only recently (Yuan and Berg, 2008), following the 

development of an assay in which gold nanoparticles of diameter 60 nm were attached 

directly to hooks by antibody, in cells lacking flagella. While brightfield imaging collects 
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incident and sample-scattered light, laser darkfield microscopy collects only the scattered 

light, allowing direct imaging of the readily scattering gold nanoparticles with high 

contrast to background scattering. A darkfield image of a nanoparticle wobbles, allowing 

motor speed to be measured by spectral analysis. 

The torque versus speed curve is a piecewise continuous function: in the first regime 

(high motor torque and low speed), the torque is maximum at stall and falls linearly by 

10% between 0 Hz and ~160 Hz; in the second regime (low motor torque and high speed) 

the torque falls linearly and more rapidly, reaching zero motor torque at ~ 330 Hz (Chen 

and Berg, 2000a; Berg and Turner, 1993; Yuan and Berg, 2008). In the first regime, 

torque is independent of temperature and solvent isotope effects, while in the second 

regime, torque is influenced by both factors (Chen and Berg, 2000b). This indicates that 

chemical transitions are not rate limited at low speeds but that mechanical and chemical 

transitions are rate-limited at high speeds. 

A key development for going beyond the torque versus speed curve came from the 

genetics front, where the structural similarity between MotA/MotB and PomA/PomB 

inspired the creation of a hybrid motor (Asai et al., 2003). A fusion protein was made 

between the periplasmic C-terminal domain of E. coli MotB and the membrane spanning 

N-terminal domain of PomB from V. alginolyticus. This chimera PotB was expressed 

with PomA to form a sodium-driven motor in E. coli. The chimeric motor allows for 

investigation of motor energetics and control of motor rotation: while the electrical 

potential difference across the membrane depends on pH and must be kept constant to 

maintain healthy metabolism, the chemical potential difference for the chimeric motor is 
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dependent on sodium concentration. Motor speed can thus be controlled by varying this 

concentration (Lo et al., 2006, Lo et al., 2007). 

A combination of the above techniques allowed for observation of bacterial flagellar 

motor stepping (Sowa et al., 2005). Observation of motor steps in BFP interferometry is 

ordinarily limited by the timescale separation between motor position and bead position 

due to the filtering activity of the elastic hook. The displacement of a bead upon an 

instantaneous step in motor position follows an exponential response with a decay 

constant (the ‘relaxation time’) given by the viscous drag coefficient of the bead divided 

by the spring constant of the hook. To observe steps in motor rotation, the step dwell time 

must be greater than the relaxation time of the marker. Reduction of bead size results in a 

reduction in relaxation time, but also a decrease in step dwell time as the motor speed is 

increased. A compromise of using beads of diameter 0.5 µm (with a relaxation time of ~ 

1 ms) was selected. Meanwhile, use of the chimeric motor allowed speed reduction to 

<10 Hz. 26 steps per revolution were observed, in agreement with the periodicity of the 

FliG track. 

 

1.5 The bacterial flagellar switch of E. coli 
 
1.5.1 Molecular details 

 
CheY is a small (14KDa) protein with the typical five-alpha-helix-five-stranded-beta-

sheet structure of a response regulator (Volz et al., 1991). The crystal structure of CheY 

bound to a fragment containing the CheY-binding domain of CheA indicates that binding 

triggers conformational changes in CheY, presumably necessary for phosphorylation 
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(Welch et al., 1998, McEvoy et al., 1998). Autodephosphorylation activity, resulting in a 

CheY-P half life of ~20 s, precludes X-ray crystallography of the phosphorylated state. 

The C-terminus of CheY is involved in binding CheA, FliM and CheZ and presumably 

changes conformation upon phosphorylation to recognize FliM and CheZ, and upon 

dephosphyorylation to recognize CheA (McEvoy et al., 1998, McEvoy et al., 1999, 

Welch et al., 1998, Zhu et al., 1997). NMR studies (that probe the amino acid electronic 

environment) indicate that phosphorylation induces conformational changes along most 

of the protein (Drake et al., 1993, Lowry et al., 1994), although crystal structures of 

various mutants and analogues of CheY-P implicate only the rotameric state of residue 

Tyr106 as being critical (Bren and Eisenbach, 2002). These various forms of CheY-P in 

themselves provide further insight into the protein’s function. The mutant CheY13DK 

binds FliM in vitro and stabilises CW rotation in vivo without phosphorylation (Scharf et 

al., 1998b), while CheY87TI and CheY109KR remain inactive despite phosphorylation 

(Appleby and Bourret, 1998, Lukat et al., 1991). This demonstrates that it is 

conformational change of CheY rather than the presence of a phosphate group that is 

important for switching. 

CheY-P has a reduced affinity for CheA and is released (Schuster et al., 1993), with an 

increased affinity for FliM (Welch et al., 1994). CheY-P bound to FliM is protected from 

CheZ-mediated dephosphorylation (Bren et al., 1996), presumably through steric 

hindrance, given that the CheY binding surface on FliM and CheZ are similar (McEvoy 

et al., 1999). Biochemical study reveals that CheY-P binds to the 16 N-terminal residues 

of FliM (Bren and Eisenbach, 1998), although these may not account for the entire 

binding site (Matthews et al., 1998). Binding of FliM peptides to CheY appears to change 
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CheY structure, as determined from changes in CheY autophosphorylation rate. 

Following binding, it is believed that FliM and FliG interact, with FliG communicating 

FliM state to the motor (Togashi et al., 1997, Matthews et al., 1998, Brown et al., 2002).  

A recent study characterised the interaction between soluble fragments of FliM and 

BeF3-CheY (a stable analogue of CheY-P) and several soluble fragments of FliG, from 

T. maritima, using NMR. The N-terminal domain of FliM (FliMN) was shown to be 

attached to the middle domain of FliM (FliMM) by a flexible linker and that following 

binding to FliMN, BeF3-CheY can simultaneously bind to FliMM by virtue of this linker. 

BeF3-CheY had only a slightly higher affinity for FliM NM than for FliMN, indicating a 

low affinity for FliMM. This setup suggests a ‘tethered bait’ strategy for CheY-P binding, 

a common mechanism that allows for substrate binding to a secondary site via a high 

affinity recognition element. Interestingly, BeF3-CheY was found to bind a surface on 

FliMM adjacent to the surface used in FliMM self-association. In the context of an earlier 

34-FliM ring model (Park et al., 2006), this occurs on the inside of the C-ring barrel. In 

that model, switching was proposed to proceed via relative reorientation of the FliM 

subunits in the ring via re-modelling of the FliM-FliM interfaces. The incursion by the 

FliMN-BeF3-CheY complex in the NMR study suggests a mechanism for this re-

modelling. 

The NMR study also revealed that FliMM binds the C-terminal domain of FliG (FliGC) in 

close proximity to the surface that interacts with MotA, and at a surface that overlaps the 

BeF3-CheY binding site. Consequently, it appeared that FliGC was displaced upon BeF3-

CheY binding. It was proposed that this displacement could affect the torque-generating 

interface between FliGC and MotA, permissible through a rod-like helix resembling a 
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hinge connecting FliGC and the middle domain of FliG (FliGM) (Brown et al., 2002). 

This molecular model is depicted in Figure 1.4. Indeed, the hinge region is implicated in 

switching. A mutational study replacing hinge residues generated a group of mutants that 

were exclusively CCW or CW rotating, lesser or more frequently switching, transiently 

paused and permanently paused (Van Way, 2004). 

In the context of structural models for stator-unit torque generation, two movements of 

FliGC relative to the FliGM rotor perimeter would appear to allow switching. In the 

crossbridge-type stepping mechanism (Kojima and Blair, 2001), the pair of MotA units 

closest to the rotor perform power strokes tangential to the rotor perimeter to drive 

rotation, alternately to ensure a high duty cycle (Ryu et al., 2000). Due to the symmetry 

of the MotA4MotB2 complex, the farther pair of MotA units will undergo power strokes 

in the opposite direction. Thus, a radial movement of FliGC relative to the rotor perimeter 

will allow switching between CCW and CW rotation (Figure 1.5, left). Meanwhile, in the 

piston-type stepping mechanism (Xing et al., 2006) the MotA units perform power 

strokes parallel to the axis of the rotor. Here, the FliGC ring presents an inclined saw-

tooth surface to serve as a track, with the direction of rotation determined by the direction 

of inclination. Thus, tangential movement of FliGC relative to the rotor perimeter will 

allow switching (Figure 1.5, right).  

It is possible to reverse the direction of rotation in non-switching mutants by reversing 

the ion flux. This was performed with Streptococcus using a K+ diffusion potential (Berg 

et al., 1982), and with E. coli using a voltage clamp (Fung and Berg 1995), indicating 

that the mechano-chemical cycle of the motor is reversible. However, it is generally 

agreed  
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Figure 1.4. Proposed molecular mechanism for switching (figure modified from Dyer et al., 2009). At high 

CheY-P concentration, CheY-P associates with the high affinity N-terminal domain of FliM (MN), driving 

interaction with the low affinity middle domain of FliM (FliM M). The binding of CheY-P at the FliMM 

interface results in a displacement of the C-terminal of FliG (GC) from its FliMM binding site, resulting in 

reorientation of GC relative to the torque generating stator units (MotAB) and a change in the direction of 

torque.    

 

Figure 1.5. Possible conformational changes in FliG resulting in reversal of rotation direction. For clarity, 

the interaction between just one FliG protein (with the hinge region circled) and one MotA4 complex is 

depicted. Left: radial movement of FliGC relative to the rotor results in switching under the crossbridge-

type stepping mechanism. Right: tangential movement of FliGC relative to the rotor results in switching 

under the piston-type stepping mechanism.       
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that switching is mediated via conformational changes that affect the direction of torque 

generation following the binding of CheY-P to FliM, at a constant IMF of ~ -150 mV. 

 

1.5.2 Kinetics 
 
Early models for flagellar motor switching considered deterministic mechanisms in 

which the direction of rotation depended on the amount of CheY-P bound (Bray et al., 

1993, Kuo and Koshland Jr., 1989). Switching was later understood to be a stochastic 

process. In a tethered cell assay of E. coli, CCW and CW intervals were observed to 

follow exponential distributions down to intervals of length 400 ms (the experimental 

resolution) (Block et al. 1983). The distributions prevailed across exposure to different 

levels of attractant concentration and even during periods where cells were subjected to 

continuous chemotactic stimulation. To explain this apparent Markov process, a two-state 

thermal isomerisation model was proposed in which the CW and CCW states sit in 

potential wells with free energies GCW and GCCW respectively. Transitions between the 

wells are governed by thermal fluctuations over an energy barrier of free energy GT 

(Scharf et al., 1998a), with rate constants kCW-CCW=ωexp[(GT-GCW)/kT] and kCCW-CW = 

ωexp[-(GT-GCCW)/kT], where ω is the fundamental switching frequency. The ratio of CW 

state to CCW state probabilities is then kCW-CCW / kCCW-CW = exp(-∆G/kBT), where ∆G = 

GCW - GCCW.  

∆G in this phenomenological model is a function of both temperature and CheY-P 

binding. Tethered cells lacking CheY and CheA rotate exclusively CCW, but begin 

switching if the temperature is reduced to about 10 ºC, with neutral bias achieved at -1 ºC 

(Turner et al., 1996). ∆G was shown to vary linearly with temperature. An extrapolation 
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up to 23 ºC gives ∆G=14.4 kBT, the energy difference between CW and CCW states in 

the absence of CheY-P. At constant temperature, and with variable expression of the 

double mutant CheY(D13K Y106W) (known as CheY**), which is active without 

phosphorylation, it was found that ∆G decreases by about 0.8 kBT for each molecule of 

CheY** bound, with the CCW state rising and CW state falling by about 0.4 kBT (Scharf 

et al., 1998a). This was determined assuming Michaelis-Menten binding to 26 FliM sites. 

A study combining the two variables of CheY** concentration and temperature found 

that ∆(∆G) for each molecule of CheY** bound varies linearly from 0.3 kBT at 5 ºC to 

0.9 kBT at 25 ºC (Turner et al., 1999). Curiously, at high temperature the study revealed 

the inability of CheY** to achieve high CW bias over the standard concentration range. 

BFP interferometry of beads attached to unsheared filaments demonstrates long term 

variation in bias on the timescale of minutes to hours (Korobkova et al., 2004). The 

variation in bias was confirmed by calculating the ‘instantaneous’ bias of a record over 

time, using a 30 second running window.  The associated motor interval distributions 

follow a power law, with an excess of longer intervals compared to an exponential 

distribution. This behaviour was attributed to the slow fluctuations in the methylation 

system: expression of saturating CheR or use of mutants with fixed receptor activity 

restored constant bias and the traditional exponentially distributed intervals. It has been 

suggested that power-law switching may lead to a more efficient exploration of the 

bacterial environment compared to Markov-switching (Emonet and Cluzel, 2008). The 

thermal isomerisation model is able to reproduce power law switching if the CheY-P 

concentration fluctuates over time (Tu and Grinstein, 2005). 
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Consistent with the thermal isomerisation view, the transitions between CW and CCW 

states appear to be near-instantaneous, implying that the switch complex undergoes a 

concerted quaternary conformational change. This was established in an early experiment 

using laser darkfield microscopy (Kudo et al., 1990). While standard darkfield 

microscopy images the entire flagellum, laser darkfield images only components of the 

filament helix normal to the incident laser, so that the flagellum appears as a series of 

bright spots, one for each turn of the helix. The oscillating light intensity passing through 

a slit perpendicular to the filament image provides motor speed. The study revealed that 

switches in S. typhimurium from ~ 100Hz in one direction to ~ 100 Hz in the other 

direction were completed in less than 1 ms. 

A number of studies have challenged elements of the established switching kinetics 

described above. An improved experimental resolution allowed tethered cell intervals to 

be measured down to 35 ms (Kuo and Koshland Jr., 1989). Consequently, a double 

exponential was revealed, with the knee occurring at ~ 200 ms. Another intervals study 

was motivated by the concern that the previous distributions may have been constructed 

from cells of very different biases, masking the true interval distribution (Korobkova et 

al., 2006). The authors used BFP interferometry of beads attached to unsheared filaments 

of motors where the level of CheY-P was carefully expressed to obtain intervals at a 

certain bias. Gamma distributions resulted, highlighting a lack of short intervals 

compared to an exponential distribution. The gamma distribution G(n, v) was interpreted 

as arising due to a hidden n-step Poisson process preceding the switch events, with steps 

occurring at an average rate v. 
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The two-state nature of switching has been challenged by studies suggesting that pausing 

represents a third state of switching motors (Lapidus et al., 1988, Eisenbach et al., 1990). 

To avoid concerns about the possibility of mechanical interactions between cells and 

coverslip in tethered assays, latex beads were attached to cells with straight filaments, 

which were consequently immotile and recordable in solution away from interacting 

surfaces. Pausing was observed, at a frequency correlated with CW bias. None of the 

chemotactic mutants investigated could uncouple pausing from switching, suggesting that 

no unique pausing signal exists and that the phenomenon may instead represent failed or 

incomplete switches. In contrast, other studies maintain the absence of pausing, or 

question the resolution of the above experiments (Korobkova et al., 2006, Berg, 2002).        

 

1.6 Aim 
 
 
E. coli has the ability to detect small changes in stimuli concentration over a wide 

dynamic range, providing the basis for successful chemotaxis. The bacterial flagellar 

switch is an important component of the network, responsible for controlling the 

direction of rotation of the bacterial flagellar motor during chemotaxis and partly 

responsible for the observed amplification.  

Despite this, the mechanism behind the switch remains poorly understood, with the early 

phenomenological models lacking explanatory power in light of increasing experimental 

detail. Amplification in biology is a hallmark of allosteric cooperativity. We proceed in 

the next chapter to consider existing models for this widespread protein regulation 

mechanism, with a view to improving our understanding of the bacterial flagellar switch.  
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Chapter 2 

Hypothesis 

 

2.1 Allosteric cooperativity theory 

2.1.1 Background 

For most proteins there exists a hyperbolic relationship between the fractional occupancy 

of substrate-binding sites, Y, and substrate concentration, [S], as described by the 

Michaelis-Menten model of 1913. However, the dissociation curve for cooperative 

proteins is sigmoidal, conferring amplification beyond that possible in a Michaelis-

Menten system. This is critical to a wide range of cellular processes.  

The relationship was first observed between Haemoglobin and O2 by Bohr in 1904. A 3-

fold increase in [O2] changed the binding capacity of Haemoglobin 9-fold, from 10% to 

90%, allowing the protein to bind the maximum amount of O2 in the lungs and unbind the 

maximum amount of O2 in the tissues. In a Michaelis-Menten system, an 81-fold change 

in [O2] would be required for the same effect. 

Bohr explained the sigmoidal relationship found for Haemoglobin by postulating that the 

binding of one O2 molecule made it easier for the successive molecule to bind: the 

binding events were judged to be cooperative. The concept of binding cooperativity was 

developed by Hill in 1913. Rather than considering the standard equilibrium equation 
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Hb + O2 ⇌ HbO2, which leads to Michaelis-Menten kinetics, Hill proposed a 

hypothetical equilibrium displaying infinite binding cooperativity, where Haemoglobin 

binds four O2 molecules at once: Hb + 4O2 ⇌  Hb(O2)4. This provided the sigmoidal 

dissociation curve Y = [O2]
4 / (K + [O2]

4), with the dissociation constant K = [Hb][O 2] / 

Hb(O2)4. (In actuality, Hill’s sigmoid curve did not agree with experiments. The data 

were described instead by the dissociation curve Y = [O2]
2.8 / (K + [O2]

2.8), with K = 

[Hb][O 2] / Hb(O2)2.8). This general form of the dissociation curve has since been used for 

curve fitting purposes. The Hill equation, Y = [S]h / (K + [S]h), with K = [P][S] h / [PSh] , 

can be applied to a cooperative protein, P, to describe the degree of either binding or 

subunit cooperativity in the system with the Hill coefficient h. For h < 1, the system is 

negatively cooperative, for h = 1 the system is non-cooperative (reproducing Michaelis-

Menten kinetics) and for h > 1 the system is positively cooperative. 

The discovery that Haemoglobin could be partially oxygenated ruled out Hill’s all-or-

none binding mechanism, leading Gilbert Adair to develop the Adair equation in 1924. 

Adair assumed sequential binding, and explained binding cooperativity by assigning a 

different dissociation constant to each O2-bound state. This formulation could 

successfully reproduce the Haemoglobin dissociation curve. However, the model gave no 

physical insight into why the microscopic dissociation constants should differ from each 

other. 
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2.1.2 Classical models 

Physical models for cooperativity were developed in the 1960s following the advent of 

allosteric regulation theory to explain the mystery of feedback-inhibited enzyme kinetics. 

Classical mechanisms had simply considered that regulatory ligand shared a common 

binding site with the enzyme’s substrate, causing suppression through steric hindrance at 

the active site. However, the elucidation that the regulatory ligand was sometimes 

structurally different from the active site substrate precluded such mechanisms. The 

problem was resolved by considering a so called ‘allosteric’ interaction (from the Greek 

allos, "other," and stereos, "solid (object)"). Regulatory ligand would bind to a site that is 

stereospecifically distinct from the protein’s active site, and the consequent coupling of 

conformational changes between the sites would suppress active site substrate binding.  

In 1965, Monod, Wyman and Changeux considered allosteric interactions within a multi-

subunit protein to explain the cooperative binding observed in Haemoglobin. The 

assumptions of the MWC model, depicted in Figure 2.1 for Haemoglobin, are: 

1) The protein interconverts between two conformations, R and T. Symmetry is 

conserved during transitions: all the subunits must be in the T form, or all must be in 

R form (the model is also referred to as the ‘concerted model’ and the ‘symmetry 

model’). 

2) Ligand binds with a low affinity to the T form and with a high affinity to the R form. 

3) The binding of each ligand increases the probability that the protein is in the R 

conformation through an allosteric strain on all subunits. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic depicting the allowed states of the MWC model as applied to Haemoglobin and 

binding of O2. Subunits are either in the T state (square) or R state (circle). The protein undergoes 

concerted quaternary conformational changes. The dissociation constants (KT and KR) differ between T and 

R states but are independent of O2 occupancy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2. Schematic depicting the allowed states of the KNF model as applied to Haemoglobin and 

binding of O2. Subunits are either in the T state (square) or R state (circle). The protein undergoes 

sequential tertiary conformational changes led by changes in occupancy. The dissociation constant varies 

with bound state.  
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In 1966, Koshland, Nemethy and Filmer proposed an alternative allosteric interaction. 

The assumptions of the KNF model, depicted in Figure 2.2 for Haemoglobin, are: 

1) Each subunit can exist in a T or R state. 

2) The binding of ligand to a subunit induces a change in the conformation of that 

subunit from a T to an R state. 

3) The conformational change of the subunit induces a slight conformational change in 

neighbouring subunits, affecting their binding affinity (the model is also referred to as 

the sequential model). 

These concerted and sequential mechanisms of allosteric regulation have been of great 

use in understanding cooperative protein kinetics over the past fifty years (Changeux and 

Edelstein, 2005, Koshland and Hamadani, 2002). Beyond the details of quaternary 

transition, the models are distinguished primarily by their differences in the coupling of 

subunit and binding cooperativity.  The fraction of protein molecules in the R form, fR, as 

a function of [S]  is compared to Y. For the KNF model, where there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between binding and subunit activity, fR is equivalent to Y. This is not the 

case for the MWC model. For a protein molecule with α = [S] / KR, an equilibrium 

constant L = [T] / [R]  (evaluated in the absence of substrate), and a ratio of R state to T 

state dissociation constants C = KR / KT, we have:  
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For the MWC model, fR clearly varies differently to Y as [S]  increases; that is, the subunit 

cooperativity (denoted by Hill coefficient hR) differs from the binding cooperativity 

(denoted by the Hill coefficient hY) (Stryer, 2002). 

In those cases where the experimental data do not constrain these differences, and where 

the protein exhibits positive cooperativity (only the KNF model is capable of explaining 

negative cooperativity), the MWC model is typically applied for simplicity, being defined 

by just three variables: the number of subunits, N, the equilibrium constant L, and C. The 

former two parameters influence sensitivity (the inverse of the substrate concentration 

resulting in a half maximal response) and amplification (the fractional change in response 

divided by the fractional change in ligand concentration). If the difference in energy 

between T and R states is small, then the binding of only a few substrate molecules will 

induce a transition. The sensitivity therefore grows with N and decreases with L. In 

contrast, if there is a large energy difference between the states, the transition does not 

occur until most subunits are bound. Therefore the amplification, or cooperativity, grows 

with both N and L (Sourjik and Berg, 2004). 

 

2.1.3 General model 

In 1967, Eigen recognized that the MWC and KNF models were extreme cases in a 

general scheme of allosteric interactions within multi-subunit proteins. Figure 2.3 

represents the scheme for Haemoglobin. Only recently was a mathematical model 

formulated to describe the full parameter space, leading on from work on receptor 

amplification in E. coli.  
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Figure 2.3 The general allosteric scheme depicting the 25 possible states of the Haemoglobin tetramer 

(N=4), although there are in fact 4N permutations available, since each subunit may be in a T state (square) 

or R state (circle) with O2 bound or not. The states described by the MWC model (dark grey) and KNF 

model (light grey diagonal) are highlighted. 
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Following the elucidation of receptor clustering, it was found that the performance of 

theoretical clusters could be enhanced by considering stochastic conformational coupling 

between receptors (Bray et al. 1998). The idea was later mapped to the two-dimensional 

Ising model, a classic formulation from statistical mechanics originally developed to 

explain the resultant ferromagnetic properties of a system by considering magnetic spin 

coupling. In this framework, receptors underwent probabilistic nearest neighbour 

interactions on a two-dimensional extended lattice, and analytical mean field solutions 

(Shi and Duke, 1998) or Monte Carlo based numerical solutions could be obtained (Duke 

and Bray, 1999). Application of these concepts to a ring of interacting protomers (Duke 

et al., 2001) provided the grounds for investigating the general model for allosteric 

cooperativity. The classical models define schemes for coupling between ligand binding 

and subunit conformation, and coupling of conformations between different subunits. 

Both models adopt deterministic elements. In the concerted model, coupling between 

subunits is absolute: all subunits switch conformation simultaneously. In the sequential 

model, coupling between ligand binding and conformation is absolute: when a ligand 

binds a subunit, that subunit switches. To access the general parameter space between the 

classical models both types of coupling must be treated as probabilistic, described as 

follows. 

A 1-D ring of N interacting protomers is considered. Each protomer can be in either an 

active (A) or inactive (a) conformation, and it may be bound (B) or not bound (b) to a 

single molecule of substrate. This allows each protomer to undergo transitions between 

four possible states, AB↔Ab↔ab↔aB↔AB. The model assumes that the rate constants 

for a single protomer undergoing a change in activity (AB↔aB or Ab↔ab) are affected 

by the conformation of the two adjacent protomers. Since each neighboring protomer 
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may be either active or inactive, this leads to four pairs of rate constants for each of these 

changes in activity. The model assumes that the rate constants for CheY-P binding to a 

protomer, (AB↔Ab or aB↔ab) are affected only by the conformation of the protomer 

itself, and that substrate binds the active state more strongly. This general model thus 

consists of 10 possible reversible transitions for each protomer, as indicated in the free 

energy diagram shown in Figure 2.4. 

A reduced version of the model is obtained by assuming symmetry in the ring. Firstly, the 

energy difference between active and inactive states is considered independent of ligand 

occupancy and equal, so that in terms of the energy values specified in Figure 2.4, (G2 - 

G1) = (G3 – G4) = EA. Secondly, it is considered that there is no preferred direction in the 

ring, so the free energy of interaction is independent of activity and equal in either 

direction. In terms of the energy values specified in figure 2.4, EJ1 = EJ2 = EJ3 = EJ4 = EJ. 

A free energy diagram for this reduced model is shown in Figure 2.5. 

The values of EA and EJ govern the mechanisms by which conformational change can 

spread around the ring. As EA becomes large, binding of CheY-P correlates precisely with 

activity state – that is, states aB and Ab are rarely occupied. The limit of very large EA 

gives behaviour equivalent to the sequential model of allosteric regulation, where 

coupling between ligand binding and conformation is absolute. In the limit of very large 

EJ values, adjacent protomers are energetically forbidden from holding different 

conformations, leading to behaviour equivalent to the concerted model of allosteric 

regulation where there is absolute coupling between subunit conformations and all 

subunits switch simultaneously. 
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Figure 2.4. Free energy diagram for a protomer (centre of each trio) in the general model for allosteric 

cooperativity, with energies G1 (ab), G2 (Ab), G3 (aB) and G4 (AB), where G1 < G2 and G4 < G3.  The 

diagram is drawn for the concentration of ligand at which the probability of active and inactive states is 

equal. The free energy of interaction is lower by EJ1 for a like-inactive protomer to the right, EJ2 for a like-

inactive protomer to the left, EJ3 for a like-active protomer to the right and EJ4 for a like-active protomer to 

the left. Indicated are the four sets of transitions associated with each type of change in activity, and the two 

sets of transitions associated with change in occupancy. 
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Figure 2.5. Free energy diagram for a protomer (centre of each trio) in the reduced model of allosteric 

cooperativity, where symmetry has been assumed such that (G2 - G1) = (G3 – G4) = EA, and EJ1 = EJ2 = EJ3 

= EJ4 = EJ. The diagram is drawn for the concentration of ligand at which the probability of active and 

inactive states is equal. 
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At other values of EA and EJ, the model introduces the novel mechanism of 

conformational spread. At low values of EJ, the ring exhibits a random pattern of states as 

the protomers flip independently of each other. As the interaction between adjacent 

protomers is strengthened, domains of like conformational state dominate, until past a 

critical value, NTkE BJ ln* =  (for N >> 1), the behaviour becomes switch-like: the ring 

spends the majority of time in a coherent state, stochastically switching between fully 

active and fully inactive configurations. Switches typically occur via a single nucleation 

of a new domain, followed by conformational spread of the domain, which follows a 

biased random walk until it either encompasses the entire ring, or collapses back to the 

previous coherent state (Figure 2.6).  

 

2.2 Application to E. coli 

2.2.1 Receptors 

The early application of two-dimensional conformational spread to receptor clusters was 

extended in a number of studies to incorporate the effects of receptor modification in 

adaptation and the presence of heterogeneous receptor populations (Mello and Tu, 2003, 

Mello et al., 2004, Shimizu et al., 2003). Later studies adopted the MWC model as a 

convenient approximation (Mello and Tu, 2005): the coupling strength between lattice 

receptors requires tuning (below the critical coupling strength) in order for the correlation 

length of interactions to resemble receptor teams; in the MWC model, the team size is 

simply set as N, and the model is algebraically tractable.  
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Figure 2.6. Above: Representation of a 

45ms conformational spread simulation 

(see Chapter 5) for a ring with N=34. 

Increasing time is from left to right, top to 

bottom. Each image is separated by 1.5 

ms.  Left:  Activity and occupancy over 

the course of the simulation.  
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In particular, the functional interactions identified between receptors (Sourjik and Berg, 

2004) could be readily explained in MWC terms: increased homogeneity by deletion of 

other receptor types increases N and therefore sensitivity and cooperativity; meanwhile, 

increased expression of one receptor type increases L and therefore increases 

cooperativity but decreases sensitivity. The resetting of sensitivity during adaptation was 

also attributed to a decrease in L, achieved by modification of receptors to balance active 

and inactive states (Sourjik and Berg, 2004, Keymer et al., 2006). A recent study took 

advantage of the relationship between N, L and sensitivity to extract the fact that receptor 

teams are made up of approximately ten trimer units (Endres et al., 2009). The study also 

found that the team size is dynamic, increasing with receptor modification and ambient 

concentration, presumably to ensure adequate signal to noise ratios. The MWC 

approximation appears to be fair in light of evidence pointing to receptors being tightly 

coupled within teams; for most intents and purposes these teams are two-state systems 

(Skoge et al., 2006). 

 

2.2.2 Flagellar switch 

The elucidation of the high subunit cooperativity (hR = 10) of the bacterial flagellar 

switch (Cluzel et al., 2000) motivated investigation into binding cooperativity between 

CheY-P and FliM. An in vitro study purified intact complexes comprising FliN, FliM, 

FliG and FliF, and used double-labelling centrifugation assays to assess binding (Sagi et 

al., 2003). A lack of binding cooperativity (hY = 1) was determined. Meanwhile, an in 

vivo study investigated binding using FRET between labelled CheY under variable 

expression and labelled FliM in single cells (Sourjik and Berg, 2002b). A weak binding 
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cooperativity was determined (hY = 1-2), although it was noted that this may represent an 

underestimate considering the cytoplasmic pool of FliM unincorporated into motors.  

In terms of classical allosteric regulation theory, these results preclude the KNF model 

and favour the MWC model, as described in section 2.1.2. Further evidence against the 

KNF model is the ability of motors to switch at low temperature in the absence of CheY 

(Turner et al., 1999). Indeed, the traditionally observed, binary-like kinetics of bacterial 

flagellar switching are consistent with the two-state MWC model, which was previously 

applied to the flagellar switch (Alon et al., 1998) even before the full extent of its 

cooperativity was made clear (Cluzel et al., 2000).  

The conformational spread model has since been applied to the switch (Duke et al., 2001, 

Bray and Duke, 2006). With estimates for EA and EJ, the model was able to reproduce the 

characteristic timescales of switching, and an accurate value for hR (greater than hY). For a 

complex as large as the flagellar switch, the authors argue that conformational spread 

would appear to be a necessary extension to the classical models. Here, the instantaneous 

quaternary transitions of the MWC model seem unrealistic, and indeed, for larger and 

larger complexes must ultimately breakdown.  

Indirect support for conformational spread in the switch over a two-state system has been 

provided by considering load-dependent switching. Switching as a function of load has 

been investigated with BFP interferometry of beads with varying size and environment 

viscosity (Fahrner et al., 2003). At high loads, the CW-CCW switching rate decreased 

with load, while the CCW-CW rate remained constant, leading to an increase in CW bias 

with load. Low load switching was investigated by darkfield gold nanoparticle imaging 

as described in Chapter 1 except that scattered light was split and focused on two 
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orthogonal slits in front of photomultipliers, providing x and y signals that were 

converted to motor speed (Yuan et al., 2009). In contrast to the results at high load, both 

switching rates increased linearly and equally with load, keeping the CW bias constant. 

Thus switching appears to be sensitive to the two regimes of motor function outlined by 

investigation of the torque versus speed curve. 

In the context of the thermal isomerisation model, to maintain a steady bias while 

increasing both switching rates, the CW and CCW activation energies must be reduced. 

A model for switching under load (Van Albada et al., 2008) considered reductions of 

order τθ where τ is the motor torque and θ is the angular change in orientation of FliG 

upon switching, leading to switching rates that increase exponentially with torque, in 

disagreement with experiment. Instead, the linear increase in switching rates was 

reproduced by scaling the fundamental flipping frequency of flagellar switch protomers 

in conformational spread simulations by a factor of exp(τθ/kBT). (An explanation remains 

to be given for the high load regime).  

A more direct route to discriminating between the MWC and conformational spread 

models concerns the kinetic states of the switch. In contrast to the MWC model, the 

observable consequence of conformational spread is that switch events should be non-

instantaneous with broadly distributed durations due to the biased random walk of 

conformational spread. Additionally, incomplete switches due to rapid incomplete growth 

and shrinkage of nucleated domains should be observable as transient speed fluctuations 

in otherwise stable rotation. At lower time resolution, both models predict exponentially 

distributed intervals between switch events. 
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Though classically viewed in binary terms, the kinetic states of the switch, discussed in 

Chapter 1, are currently unclear: the distribution of motor intervals is disputed, 

intermediary states in the form of pausing are controversial, and little is known about the 

mysterious near-instantaneous switch event itself. Consequently, current understanding is 

insufficient to discriminate between the models. The next chapter describes the steps 

taken to resolve these issues, allowing an assessment of the underlying mechanism of the 

bacterial flagellar switch.    
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Chapter 3 

Materials and Methods 

 

3.1 Experimental Procedure and Data Acquisition 

3.1.1 Back focal plane interferometry 

The time resolution available in flagellar motor experiments is limited by the relaxation 

time of the hook-marker system following motor displacements. The relaxation time is 

equal to the viscous drag coefficient of the marker divided by the spring constant of the 

hook. The viscous drag coefficient for a bead of radius a is equal to 8πηa3+6πηal2, where 

η is the viscosity of the environmental medium, and l is the distance between the 

rotational axis and the center of the bead. In the tethered cell assay, the cell body itself 

serves as the marker. Due to its large size and radius of orbit, the associated relaxation 

time of the system is very large (tens of milliseconds). The relaxation time of a 0.5 µm 

diameter polystyrene bead attached to a sheared filament rotating about an axis 150 nm 

from its diameter is about 1.1 ms (Block et al., 1989), the lower limit of time resolution 

assuming no contribution from the flagellar stub (Ryu et al., 2000). BFP interferometry 

was the chosen experimental technique for this study. 

BFP interferometry relies on the concepts of optical trapping. With the ability to apply 

pico-Newton forces to sub-micron sized particles while simultaneously measuring 

displacements with sub-millisecond and nanometer resolutions, optical trapping has 
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become a widely used technique in the field of biophysics (Neuman and Block, 2004). 

The following principles may be understood in terms of geometric ray optics for large 

particles, or far-field interference for particles smaller than the wavelength of the trapping 

light.  

Light passing through dielectric particles is refracted. This results in a reaction force 

applied to the bead, equal in magnitude and in the opposite direction to the rate of change 

of photon momentum. For particles with a higher refractive index than the surroundings, 

and with a steeply focused beam achieved with a high numerical aperture objective lens, 

a 3-D harmonic potential arises that confines the particle in space (Figure 3.1). 

Displacements of the particle result in restoring forces and detectable shifts in the angle 

of refracted light. For low laser power, the restoring force is negligible and the system 

provides position detection only.  

A quadrant photodiode (QPD) in the back-focal plane of the condensing lens can detect 

shifts in refraction, producing a signal that is proportional to particle displacement. 

Photocurrents a, b, c and d from the four quadrants (clockwise from top-left) provide x 

and y displacement as: 

 

where α and β are calibration constants. For displacements much smaller than the laser 

focus, the response of the QPD is proportional to (d/w0)
3, where d is bead diameter and 

w0 is laser beam waist size, which is a function of laser wavelength and objective lens 

numerical aperture (Gittes and Schmidt, 1998). For 0.5 µm diameter beads, the use of 632  
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Figure 3.1 Principle of optical trapping, demonstrated for a dielectric bead with a refractive index larger 

than the surroundings. Red arrows are light paths, black arrows are the resultant forces. Left: X-Y forces 

are readily generated by the refraction of light. Right: significant Z forces are generated for incident light 

with sufficient steepness.       

 
Figure 3.2. Inverted brightfield microscope and dual optical trapping system (figure courtesy of Dr. T. 

Pilizota). The brightfield light path is indicated by the dashed line. The Helium Neon laser trapping path, 

used only for position detection at low power, is indicated by the red line. Details of use of these two paths 

are described in the main text. The Ytterbium laser trapping path is indicated by the orange line. For details 

of Ytterbium trapping, refer to Pilizota et al., 2007. Planes conjugate to the specimen plane and to the back 

focal plane of the objective are marked with black and white circles respectively.   
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nm laser light and a 100x oil-immersion objective with NA 1.3 provides an angular 

resolution of 1°. 

 

3.1.2 Setup 

An existing combined inverted microscope and optical trap system, constructed by Dr. T. 

Pilizota and Dr. R. M. Berry, was used for all data collection (Figure 3.2). The system has 

two lasers: a Helium-Neon (632 nm) laser for position detection by BFP interferometry 

and a near infra-red Ytterbium laser (1064 nm) for optical trapping. The use of the former 

laser for position detection is described here. 

The Helium-Neon laser is first expanded by a telescope system, with the width of the 

laser into the objective back aperture controlled by an iris. Overfilling the back-aperture 

provides a diffraction limited spot and maximises the sensitivity of the detector according 

to the relation of Gittes and Schmidt, 1998, while limiting detector range to bead 

displacements approximately equal to the laser wavelength. The power level of the laser 

was attenuated at the back aperture of the objective with two neutral density (ND 1) 

filters to prevent optical trapping and to minimize photo-damage of the motor. Laser 

power was approximately 2 mW at focus.  

The transmitted beam is collimated by a condenser and expanded to fill the quadrant 

photodiode to detect bead displacement. The amplified photo-current signals outputted by 

the quadrants are sampled by a digital signal processing board installed in a host 

computer. Arbitrary bead time resolution is available depending on sampling rate, but 

practically, motor time resolution is limited due to the hook-bead system as described 

above. A sampling rate of 10 KHz was chosen, which required the construction of a 
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4KHz RC filter for anti-aliasing. Illumination for bright-field imaging is provided by a 

high power red LED. The images were projected onto a CCD camera and displayed on a 

video monitor.  

The sample is mounted on a dovetail stage for coarse 3-axis positioning with a 3-axis 

piezo-electric stage for fine sample positioning. The entire setup is mounted on an optical 

air table to damp noise. 

   

3.1.3 Sample preparation 

Experiments were conducted with E. coli cells wild-type for chemotaxis. Strain KAF84 

(∆fliC, zeb741::Tn10, pilA::Tn5, pFD313 (fliCst, ApR)), derived from strain AW405 and 

plasmid pBR322, was provided as a gift by Prof. H. C. Berg and Dr. K. Fahrner 

(Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Harvard University). The deletion of 

cell pili (used for twitching motility) avoids interference with bead rotation. The 

replacement of the filament protein FliC with a mutant allows for the spontaneous 

attachment of polystyrene beads to the exposed hydrophobic core of the mutant ‘sticky’ 

filament. 

Cells were grown aerobically from a 100 µL aliquot of frozen stock for 5 h at 30 °C with 

shaking at 180 rpm, in tryptone broth (1% tryptone; 0.5% sodium chloride) containing 

ampicillin antibiotic at 100 µM to preserve plasmids. Polystyrene beads of diameter 

0.5 µm (Polysciences Inc., Eppelheim, Germany) were attached to truncated flagella of 

immobilised cells in custom tunnel slides as follows. Flagellar filaments were truncated 

by viscous shear after passing culture through a narrow gauge needle fifty times. Cells 

were washed in motility buffer (6.2 mM K2HPO4, 3.8 mM KH2PO4; 0.1 mM EDTA at 
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pH 7.0), removing sheared flagella and tryptone broth to prevent filament re-growth. 

Coverslips were cleaned in a saturated solution of potassium-hydroxide in 95 % ethanol 

to create a negatively charged surface. Tunnels were constructed by using double-sided 

tape as spacer between slide and coverslip (Figure 3.3). Poly-L-lysine was wicked 

through the tunnel with tissue and then flushed out with motility buffer, forming a 

positively-charged monolayer. The negatively charged bodies of cells results in cell 

immobilisation. Loose cells were flushed out with motility buffer before adding beads for 

attachment to flagella. Loose beads were flushed out with motility buffer and the tunnel 

sealed with grease to prevent evaporation. Full slide protocol details are given in 

Appendix A. 

The same procedure was used to load custom flow slides, which allow for the exchange 

of cellular environment during experiment. Flow slides were constructed by drilling inlet 

and outlet holes into a standard slide and attaching polyethylene injection tubes with 

epoxy-resin. Y-shaped flow slides were constructed in this study to accommodate for two 

inlets (Figure 3.4). Full slide protocol details are given in Appendix A. 

 

3.1.4 Data collection 

Data collection was undertaken in collaboration with Dr. F. Bai (former D. Phil student 

and postdoctoral researcher in the Berry Group, Department of Physics, University of 

Oxford). Isolated single cells with wobbling beads were located with brightfield imaging. 

Groups of cells and beads on visibly large orbits were not considered. Candidate spinners  
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Figure 3.3. Schematic (scale 1:1) showing bottom and side views of a standard tunnel slide. The location of 

the sample (an immobilized cell with a sheared flagellum and bead attached) on the coverslip surface in the 

tunnel is shown.  

 
 

Figure 3.4. Schematic (scale 1:1) showing the top and side views of a flow slide with two inlets and one 

outlet. The location of the sample (an immobilized cell with a sheared flagellum and bead attached) on the 

coverslip surface in the Y-shaped tunnel is shown.  
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were brought into laser focus. Existing QuView software provided a real-time power 

spectrum giving motor speed and direction of rotation, and a real-time bead spatial 

trajectory. Beads with steady speed and steady elliptical or circular trajectories were 

recorded. Each selected cell was recorded for 30 s only, to avoid cumulative laser damage 

(visible over the timescale of minutes as a steady decline in speed) and slow fluctuations 

in bias that may confound motor intervals analysis (Korobkova et al., 2006). 

Measurements were taken from a single slide for no longer than three hours. All 

experiments were performed at 23 °C. 

Cells were categorized by bias. The CW bias was calculated for each 30 s cell record as 

the fraction of the record spent in the CW state as determined through interval 

measurement (see section 3.2.4). Bias was observed to vary across the cell population, 

spanning the entire CW bias range, presumably due to natural variability (Korobkova et 

al., 2004). To increase the yield of cells with higher CW bias, the technique of attractant 

removal was applied to a subset of slides to stimulate chemotactic behaviour (Lapidus et 

al., 1988). Motility buffer (6.2 mM K2HPO4, 3.8 mM KH2PO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, at pH 

7.0) containing an attractant mixture (10µM L-aspartate, 1mM L-serine) was injected into 

the flow chamber and left for up to 10 minutes. The mixture was then flushed out with 

plain motility buffer and measurements were taken for up to 10 minutes. Flow chambers 

allowed a complete exchange of medium in about 5 s. This protocol was repeated for the 

duration of the experiment. A very marginal increase in the yield of CW bias cells was 

observed. 
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3.2 Analyzing Switching 

3.2.1 First observations 

Using existing LabView software, each sampled bead position, recorded as an (x, y) pair, 

was converted into an angle and a radius by fitting an ellipse to the bead trajectory 

(Yasuda et al., 2001), and assuming that trajectories represent the projection of circular 

orbits onto the focal plane of the microscope (Sowa et al., 2005). Angles were converted 

to instantaneous motor speed by dividing the difference between successive angles by the 

sampling time, 0.1 ms. To reduce noise, the record of speed vs. time was filtered with a 

100 point running median filter, before further analysis. The median filter was chosen 

over a mean filter, for its edge-preserving ability. 

The data show multi-state switching behaviour. Median filtered motor speed records 

show complete switching between CW and CCW states and incomplete switching to 

speed levels in between (Figure 3.5). A typical switch event is displayed in detail in 

Figure 3.6. Filtering, which is required to show the CW and CCW speeds clearly, extends 

the apparent duration of a switch (left panel), but its finite duration is evident in the 

unfiltered data (centre and right panel).  

In light of the apparent multi-state nature of switching revealed in the data, a framework 

was developed to quantify the behaviour, with a view to addressing the unresolved 

kinetic states of the switch, and ultimately to compare experiment with theory. 
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Figure 3.5. A full 30 s motor speed record, median filtered (100 points) to reduce noise. The trace is split 

into 5 s sections top to bottom. Complete and incomplete switching is evident between CW (negative 

speeds) and CCW (positive speeds) states. 
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Figure 3.6. Detail of a switch event. Left panel: median filtered speed trace showing a typical complete 

switch from CCW to CW rotation. Center panel: the same switch shown as unfiltered bead angle versus 

time. Scale bars show 0.5 revolutions and 10 ms. The switch comprises a linear region corresponding to 

smooth CCW rotation, followed by a central region corresponding to deceleration, reversal, and 

acceleration in the opposite direction, and finally another linear region corresponding to smooth CW 

rotation. The inset shows the unfiltered bead trajectory (x, y) for the same switch, for a range of 400 nm in x 

and y bead position. Right panel: the same data as the inset in the center panel, shown as unfiltered bead 

position versus time (x in blue, y in green). Sinusoidal sections of the trace correspond to smooth rotation; 

the sign of the phase shift between x and y indicates the direction of rotation.   
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3.2.2 Analysis framework 

The problem of analysing multi-state longitudinal time series has been explored in FRET 

trajectory and ion channel record analysis. A multitude of techniques exist to achieve this 

goal (Qin and Li, 2004). For a two state series, the most widely used technique is that of 

zero-crossing thresholding (Reissner et al., 2002, Nekouzadeh and Rudy, 2007), which 

has been applied in previous studies of motor intervals. Here, positive speeds contributed 

to CCW intervals and negative speeds to CW intervals. This approach is acceptable for 

use on binary series, but its application to our multi-state records is inappropriate. Such a 

scheme cannot deal sensibly with finite switch duration and is problematic when 

attempting to identify complete and incomplete switching. A zero-speed crossing analysis 

is also susceptible to high-frequency noise due to multiple crossing of the single 

threshold during a switch event.  

Instead, switching was characterised in terms of a three state model consisting of 

equilibrium CW and CCW states, and a non-equilibrium intermediary state that is 

accessed during complete and incomplete switching. This understanding is consistent 

with the kinetics of conformational spread and provides a natural framework for 

measuring complete and incomplete switching. 

Equilibrium states were defined by the mean speeds of stable CW and CCW rotation. A 

histogram of filtered speeds in each filtered 30 s speed record was constructed, with bins 

0.1 Hz wide. Speed histograms typically showed two peaks, one each for the CW and 

CCW rotation modes. Because the peak shape is asymmetrically affected by incomplete 

switching, Gaussian curves were fitted to the outside portion of the histogram peaks to 

obtain mean CCW and CW speeds, µCCW and µCW, and the corresponding standard 
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deviations, σCCW and σCW. This fitting was achieved in two steps: for the CCW peak, a 

preliminary Gaussian fit was made to the data range greater than 20 Hz to provide a mean 

and standard deviation; a second Gaussian fit was then made to the data range greater 

than this mean minus a quarter of the standard deviation. 

Thresholds for the identification of complete switches were set at αCCW = α µCCW and 

αCW = α µCW while thresholds for identification of incomplete switches were set as 

βCCW = β µCCW and βCW = β µCW, with α and β set to arbitrary values (Figure 3.7). 

Complete and incomplete switching events were then analysed as follows. 

   

3.2.3 Measuring complete switch durations 

The procedure for switch duration measurement was developed by F. Bai and is 

described in this section. 

Criteria for selection In order to ensure that data analyzed were attributable to the motor 

itself rather than extraneous factors, we analyzed only data that satisfied the following 

criteria. Data from an individual cell were analyzed for switching only if the speed 

histogram exhibited two modes that could be automatically and accurately fit as 

described. Then, in order to ensure that each measured switch duration reflects the 

activity on the ring, a histogram was constructed of the measured radii of all points in the 

bead trajectory. Only records exhibiting unimodal histograms (judged by visual 

inspection) were considered, excluding beads that were not stably attached to motors. In 

addition, after switch duration measurement, the radius of the bead trajectory through the  
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Figure 3.7. Left: three seconds of a typical motor speed record, median filtered (100 points) to reduce noise. 

Right: the motor speed histogram for the full 30 s record, used to set the α and β thresholds. Indicated are 

the passages of the thresholds that define switching behaviour. 1 alone: not scored. 1→2: complete switch 

(CCW→CW). 3→4: incomplete switch from the CW state.  Switching from the opposite state is defined 

similarly. 
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measured switch was checked to ensure a tight coupling between bead and motor activity. 

A Gaussian fit was applied to the radius histogram for the entire 30 s record containing 

the switch. The radius during the switch was monitored from 10 points before the 

beginning of, to 10 points after the end of, the switch event. The switch was accepted if 

the radius during the switch was never beyond two standard deviations from the mean of 

the Gaussian fit to the radius histogram for the entire record. 

 

Duration measurement Complete switches were detected by a custom-written algorithm 

encoded in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). CCW and CW thresholds were defined as 

αCCW = α µCCW and αCW = α µCW with the parameter α set to 2/3. Complete switch events 

were located by searching for successive crossings of both thresholds in the same 

direction in the median-filtered speed record (Figure 3.7). The direction of crossing was 

used to label the direction of the switch. The midpoint in time of the threshold crossings 

was saved as the centre point of the complete switch event. 

Two 20-point (2 ms) running windows were set to run outwards from the centre point in 

the bead-angle record. The CCW (CW) window continues until both (a) the slope of a 

linear fit to the points in the window is above (below) αCCW (αCW), and (b) the root-mean-

square error (RMSE) of the linear fit is within the noise profile of the CCW (CW) state. 

The noise profile of the CCW (CW) state was defined as follows. A 20-point running 

window was passed through the entire 30 s bead-angle record (totaling 30 s × 10 kHz = 

300,000 points) and a linear fit obtained for each position of the window. A “noise 

histogram” was constructed containing the RMSEs of all the linear fits. The shape of the 

noise histograms deviated slightly from a Gaussian function, with relatively long tails in 
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the direction of high noise that we attribute to switching and incomplete switching events 

in the record. We fitted the inner portion of the noise histogram with a Gaussian function 

and defined this curve as the noise profile of the CCW (CW) state, which is attributed to 

Brownian motion, the fluctuations produced by the fundamental stepping mechanism, 

and instrumental noise. If the RMSE of the linear fitting of the window in (b) at a certain 

position was further than three standard deviations from the mean of the noise profile, we 

concluded this position was still within a switch event. Since the noise profile varies 

slightly from cell to cell, noise profile construction was repeated for each record. 

Finally, the switch duration was defined as the interval between the inner extremes of the 

stopped windows. The choice of window size is important: too short and the window 

lacks statistical accuracy; too long and it is not sensitive to the local change of slope and 

RMSE. A 20-point (2 ms) window was found to provide an accurate measurement 

compared to the switch time determined by visual examination of the angular position 

record and is robust to variations of ±5 points (0.5 ms). 

  

3.2.4 Complete and incomplete switch interval measurement 

Criteria for 30 s records used for interval measurement In order to ensure that data 

analyzed were attributable to the motor itself rather than extraneous factors, we analyzed 

only data that satisfied the following criteria. Data from an individual cell were analyzed 

for switching only if the speed histogram exhibited two modes that could be 

automatically and accurately fit as described. Then, to ensure accurate interval 

measurement, all records in which beads may have been perturbed by their local 

environment were excluded as follows. Pauses due to sticking would be expected to 
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occur at the same angle on successive revolutions, whereas those due to incomplete 

switching would be randomly distributed. We therefore excluded all records where 

pauses were found at angles which were inconsistent with a random distribution of pause 

angle.  

The implementation of clustering algorithms to the angle data is inappropriate, since 

these will always locate an arbitrary number of clusters in a dataset, regardless of whether 

any clustering exists (Bezdek and Hathaway, 2002). Instead, binomial testing was 

applied, with the null hypothesis that the angles are uniformly randomly distributed. In 

each 30 s filtered speed record, pauses were defined as incomplete switches detected 

using a threshold β =  0.1 but not detected using a threshold β =  –0.1.  The maximum 

number of pauses, k, detected in a 45o bin swept in 1o increments around the orbit was 

determined. k was subjected to a binomial test with p-value= f(k: n, q), where n is the 

total number of incomplete switches located and, with the hypothesis of uniformly 

randomly distributed pausing angles, q = 45/360. A confidence level of 0.01 was used. 

Records where the hypothesis was rejected were deemed to be undergoing mechanical 

hindrances and were excluded from further analyses. 

 

Complete switch interval measurement Complete switches were detected using the 

dual-threshold scheme of Figure 3.7, allowing intervals to be defined without sensitivity 

to incomplete switches that might otherwise skew the distributions toward a shorter 

timescale. Downward passages across the threshold αCW marked the end of a CCW 

interval and the beginning of a CW interval while upward passages across αCCW marked 

the end of a CW interval and the beginning of a CCW interval. The arbitrary value 
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of α = 2/3 provided a sensible compromise between thresholds that were far from zero 

speed while remaining below the majority of the points in the fitted Gaussian curves.   

 

Criteria for incomplete switch interval measurement Those records accepted for 

analysis as described above were used here. Detection of incomplete switches is sensitive 

to both the magnitude of the noise in the speed record and variations in motor speed due 

to short-term de-energisation and stator changes. To reduce false incomplete switch 

detection, incomplete switches were searched for within a particular CCW or CW 

interval only if that interval satisfied the following criteria, which resulted in incomplete 

switch detection that agreed with visual inspection.    

 

a) The interval was long enough to allow automated Gaussian fitting of the outside 

portion of the speed histogram, as described, to obtain the mean µ and standard 

deviation σ of the speed during the interval. 

b) The speed noise in the interval was small compared to the threshold for defining 

incomplete switches; specifically µ - 2σ  > βCCW, where βCCW was the threshold for 

detection of incomplete switches from the CCW state (defined similarly for the CW 

case).  

c) Speed variations (on a slower time-scale) were small.  To measure motor speed 

variation, a 0.5 s window was ran across the interval (in 0.1 s increments) with 

Gaussian fitting undertaken at each step to provide a set of window mean speeds µi. 

The episode was deemed stable if the range of µi was less than 2σ.   
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Incomplete switch interval measurement Incomplete switches were detected in a 

similar way to complete switches, using the additional CCW and CW thresholds 

βCCW = β µCCW and βCW = β µCW, with β < α. Incomplete switch events within a CCW 

interval were located by searching for a crossing of βCCW followed by a crossing of αCCW, 

corresponding to a transient reduction of speed by at least the factor of β (Figure 3.7).  

For the analysis of intervals between incomplete switches β = 1/3 was used.  Similarly, 

incomplete switch events within a CW interval were located by searching for a crossing 

of βCW followed by a crossing of αCW. The later of the two threshold crossings was saved 

as the location of the incomplete switch event. 

 

3.3 Summary 

High resolution observation of bacterial flagellar motor switching was achieved by BFP 

interferometry of polystyrene beads attached to truncated flagellar of E. coli cells. 

Preliminary observations indicate the multi-state nature of the switch. Robust algorithms 

were developed to provide a means of extracting data of interest from noisy, switching 

records that experience multi-state activity. These algorithms represent an improvement 

on published algorithms for analyzing data of such a nature and should be generally 

useful for analyzing the multi-state longitudinal time series produced by switching 

motors.  

Indeed, the algorithms were successfully adapted for use on switching records from 

Rhodobacter sphaeroides (R. sphaeroides). In contrast to the bi-directional motor of E. 

coli, R. sphaeroides operates a unidirectional motor, where CCW and stop states equate 

to the E. coli CCW and CW states. BFP interferometry experiments on R. sphaeroides by 
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T. Pilizota and M. Brown yielded records equivalent to those obtained from E. coli (T. 

Pilizota et al., 2009), except at lower temporal and spatial resolution due to the relaxation 

dynamics of the R. sphaeroides flagella and bead assay used. The algorithms were 

modified and tested for applicability to the records and provided for use. 

In the next chapter, we examine the multi-state behaviour of E. coli.  
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Chapter 4 
 

Observations 
 
 

4.1 Multi-state behaviour 

 
4.1.1 Complete switches 

 
A total of 3570 complete switches were measured according to the criteria and algorithms 

described in Chapter 3. Switches were observed with a broad range of durations across 

the population. The fastest were completed in less than 2 ms (Figure 4.1) and appear as 

abrupt changes in the unfiltered data, completed within a small fraction of the orbit. The 

duration of these events are close to the lower limit of temporal resolution; indeed, some 

of the events may be completed faster than is measurable due to the relaxation time of the 

hook.  

The majority of switches have durations of order 10 ms (Figure 4.2). In the unfiltered 

data, the events typically proceed by a deceleration in speed to the point of reversal, and 

an acceleration in speed to stable rotation in the opposite direction. These events are 

visible over a larger portion of the trajectory. 

Slower switches take tens of milliseconds (Figure 4.3). In contrast to the majority of 

switches, these appear more likely to undergo non-monotonic speed variation during the 

event, visible in both the filtered and unfiltered data. The speed is occasionally observed  
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Figure 4.1 Fast switches. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered bead 

angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the interval during which the bead 

angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states. The inset shows the unfiltered 

bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a range of 400 nm in x and y bead position. Right 

panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown as unfiltered bead position against time (x in 

blue, y in green). Switch durations (from top): 1.1 ms, 1.6 ms, 1.4 ms, 1.2 ms, 1.5 ms, 2.0 ms            
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Figure 4.2 Typical switches. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered bead 

angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the interval during which the bead 

angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states. The inset shows the unfiltered 

bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a range of 400 nm in x and y bead position. Right 

panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown as unfiltered bead position against time (x in 

blue, y in green). Switch durations (from top): 8.6 ms, 16.9 ms, 19.4 ms, 18.8 ms, 19.2 ms, 16.2 ms. 
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Figure 4.3 Slow switches. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered bead 

angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the interval during which the bead 

angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states. The inset shows the unfiltered 

bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a range of 400 nm in x and y bead position. Right 

panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown as unfiltered bead position against time (x in 

blue, y in green). Switch durations (from top): 88.1 ms, 42.5 ms, 42.9 ms, 78.4 ms, 76.6 ms, 75.3 ms            
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to oscillate about zero speed, leading to multiple reversals before completion (clearly 

evident in the second, fourth and fifth switches shown in Figure 4.3). The unfiltered 

trajectories show that slow switch events can require almost one revolution for 

completion, and sometimes more than one revolution. The slowest switches observed 

take over 100 ms to complete (Figure 4.4). Some of these slow down close to zero speed, 

but do not appear to actually pause, as evident in the unfiltered (x, y) versus time data. 

The distribution of switch durations across the population was constructed to quantify the 

observed variability. The distribution is peaked, with an average of ~ 20 ms, standard 

deviation of ~ 15 ms, and mode of ~ 8 ms (Figure 4.5, top). Subsets of the data sorted 

according to motor bias and switch direction (Figure 4.5) were similarly distributed, 

showing no clear dependence on either. The peak of the distribution occurs well above 

the hook-bead relaxation time, so is most likely real. The data are well fitted by a gamma 

distribution (not shown) and previous studies have attributed physical significance to the 

distribution fit parameters (Korobkova et al., 2006). However, the observation of the 

reversible nature of switching rules out the idea that the switch duration distribution can 

be explained by an irreversible and hidden n-step Poisson Process occurring at rate v. 

Rather the peak is simply taken to indicate that there is a characteristic switch duration. 

Further to the measures described in Chapter 3 to reduce the possibilities of artefacts, the 

observed variability in switch duration cannot be explained as an artefact of the elasticity 

of the hook or variability in the radius of rotation among the population (which would 

lead to variation in the relaxation time), since switch duration is observed to vary within 

single cells (Figure 4.6). The radius of rotation is clearly constant between switch events, 

as is presumably the hook elasticity. The variability within single cells for the population  
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Figure 4.4 Very slow switches. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered 

bead angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the interval during which the 

bead angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states. The inset shows the 

unfiltered bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a range of 400 nm in x and y bead 

position. Right panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown as unfiltered bead position 

against time (x in blue, y in green). Switch durations (from top): 101.2 ms, 101.5 ms, 100.2 ms, 104.7 ms, 

100.2 ms            
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Figure 4.5. Switch duration distributions. Top: Switch duration distribution for all complete switches 

analysed. Inset, mean and variance of switch durations for CW-to-CCW (light blue) and CCW-to-CW (dark 

blue) switches for different ranges of CW bias (low = 0 – 1/3, 2459 switches; middle = 1/3 – 2/3, 521 

switches; high = 2/3 – 1, 599 switches). Error bars are 99% confidence intervals. The associated distributions 

are shown in the bottom three panels.   
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Figure 4.6 All of the 13 accepted complete switches from a single 30s cell record (see next page for the 

remaining seven switches). Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered bead 

angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the interval during which the bead 

angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states. The inset shows the unfiltered 

bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a range of 400 nm in x and y bead position. Right 

panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown as unfiltered bead position against time (x in 

blue, y in green). Switch durations (from top): 19.8 ms, 3.9 ms, 11.7 ms, 28.7 ms, 15.6 ms, 18.4 ms.            
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Figure 4.6 continued from the previous page. Switch durations (from top): 27.9 ms 22.9 ms, 14.2 ms, 1.6 ms, 

5.4 ms, 9.2 ms, 3.4 ms. 
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is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Additionally, simulations conducted by F. Bai (using the 

Langevin simulation described in Chapter 5 with simulated instantaneous switches) 

indicates that the distribution of hook relaxation time is a tightly distributed gamma 

distribution with mean ~ 1 ms and standard deviation ~ 0.5 ms. To reproduce the 

observed population switch duration range, hook stiffness would need to vary between 

hooks over the full range of 1/10-1/100 of the published value. 

Switch durations are not correlated with position of the event in the orbit, ruling out 

artefacts due to mechanical hindrances. The average magnitude of the correlation 

coefficient between switch duration and the angle at which a switch begins, assessed for 

each record with at least ten measured switch events ( a total of 80 records), was 0.20. To 

assess the significance of this correlation, 100 sets of 10-20 pairs of uncorrelated switch 

durations and angles were generated to represent a 30 s record. Switch durations were 

drawn from a gamma distribution that fit the experimental switch duration distribution 

and switch angles from a uniform distribution. The magnitude of the correlation 

coefficient was calculated for each set, and the average correlation coefficient over the 

100 sets was calculated for comparison to the experimental correlations. This was 

repeated fifty times, giving an estimate of 0.20 ± 0.02 for the magnitude of the average 

correlation coefficient due to sampling alone. This is equivalent to the experimental 

value, indicating no true correlations. 

These data are in contrast to the previous observation that switches are completed within 

1 ms (Kudo et al., 1990). In the two switch events presented in that study, both appear to 

last about 10 ms by the definitions used for complete switching in this study, in  
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Figure 4.7. Scatter plot of the complete switch durations calculated from each of the 812 motors recorded. 

Durations are distributed within a single record, across the population range.  
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agreement with the characteristic duration observed here. It is unclear how the duration of 

the switch events were determined by Kudo et al. 

 

4.1.2 Incomplete switches 
 
Incomplete switches were present in all records. The events lead to transient decreases in 

speed to a variety of levels, including levels resulting in brief reversal (Figure 4.8). 

Incomplete switches also display non-monotonic speed variation.  Events last of order 

10 ms, clearly within the experimental resolution, such that incomplete switches cannot 

be the artefact of unresolved pairs of complete switches separated by a short time 

interval. The histogram of speeds for any given record does not clearly identify preferred 

speed levels, such as pausing. Indeed, during incomplete switch events the point of 

reversal appears to have no special significance, as was observed during complete 

switching. Nonetheless, incomplete switches may explain the observation of what were 

deemed pauses in lower time resolution studies (Lapidus et al., 1988, Eisenbach et al., 

1990).   

Incomplete switches occur as a Poisson process, as evidenced by the exponential 

distribution of intervals between events, measured as defined in Chapter 3 with β = 1/3 

(Figure 4.9, left). The mean interval between incomplete switches from the CCW (CW) 

state increased with CCW (CW) bias (Figure 4.9, right); that is, an incomplete switch is 

less likely to occur when the flagellar switch is in the favoured state. The number of 

incomplete switches detected clearly depends upon the parameter β. The mean interval 

length for the largest data bin (CW bias 0.2) decreased linearly with β, becoming 

identical to the mean interval length between complete switches (see next section) as β  
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Figure 4.8. Incomplete switches. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. Centre panels: unfiltered 

bead angle trace. The inset shows the unfiltered bead trajectory for the same time window. All insets show a 

range of 400 nm in x and y bead position. Right panels: The same data as the inset in the centre panel, shown 

as unfiltered bead position against time (x in blue, y in green).           
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Figure 4.9. Intervals between incomplete switches with β = 1/3. CW data are represented by dark blue 

circles, CCW data by light blue squares. Left: interval distributions across the full bias range (from top to 

bottom: 0.1± 0.05, 0.2± 0.05, 0.3 ± 0.05, 0.4 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.7 ± 0.05, 0.8 ± 0.05, 0.9 ± 

0.05). Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits applied to the full datasets. Right: mean interval 

lengths obtained from the fits on the left. Error bars are 99 % confidence intervals.  
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tended to -2/3 (Figure 4.10, left). For these values of β, intervals remained exponentially 

distributed (Figure 4.10, right).  

Further to the measures described in Chapter 3 to reduce the possibilities of artefacts, 

data were collected from a CheY-deleted and therefore non-switching E. coli strain. 

Strain KAF95 (∆cheY, ∆fliC, zeb741::Tn10, pilA::Tn5, pFD313 (fliCst, ApR)), derived 

from strain AW405 and plasmid pBR322, was provided as a gift from Prof. Howard Berg 

and Dr. Karen Fahrner. Data were collected in the same way as described for strain 

KAF84 in Chapter 3, providing a control on whether the observation of incomplete 

switches arose from artefacts of the rotation assay. Incomplete switches were absent in 

this strain (Figure 4.11), excluding such a possibility.   

 

4.1.3 Angle clamp experiments 

Independent evidence for the multi-state behaviour described in the above sections was 

obtained by using an optical trap to stall pairs of 0.5 micron beads attached to switching 

motors. Experimental data were collected by Dr. T. Pilizota and provided for analysis. 

Bead pairs rotated through ~ 90 degrees in the fixed optical trap provided by the 

Ytterbium laser (Figure 3.2) when the direction of motor torque reversed, while the 

Helium Neon laser provided position detection. The set up has a resolution of 1 ms 

(Pilizota et al., 2007). Complete switches of finite duration and incomplete switching 

were observed as with rotating beads (Figure 4.12). Due to the low yield of appropriately 

positioned bead pairs in this technique, an insufficient quantity of data was collected for 

analysis of complete switch durations. In any case, due to the load dependent nature of 

complete switch frequency (Fahrner et al., 2003, Yuan et al., 2009) the distribution for  
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Figure 4.10. Incomplete switch interval dependence on β. CW data are represented by dark blue squares, 

CCW data by light blue circles. Left: linear variation of mean interval lengths between incomplete switches 

for the CW bias bin with the largest dataset (0.2 ± 0.05) with β. Mean interval lengths are obtained from the 

fits on the left. Also plotted are the mean complete switch interval lengths (see section 4.2), equivalent to 

an analysis with β = -2/3. Error bars are 99 % confidence intervals. Right: distributions of intervals, with 

varying β (from top to bottom, β = 1/3, 1/6, 1/1000, -1/6). Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits to 

the full datasets. 
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Figure 4.11. 20 s speed records from six different cells of an E. coli non-switching strain (KAF95 (∆cheY, 

fliC726), pFD313 (pFD313 (fliCst, ApR)). Incomplete switches are absent indicating that the bead assay is 

not susceptible to mechanical hindrances and that incomplete switching is dependent on motor switching. 
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Figure 4.12. Non-instantaneous complete and incomplete switching observed using an optical trap to stall 

bead-pairs attached to the motor. Bead-pair angle is shown in blue, trap angle in black. CCW motor 

operation corresponds to about 90º and CW operation to about 10º. Angles were sampled at 10 kHz and are 

shown without filtering. 
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these motors at stall torque might not be comparable to the earlier data collected from 

motors at middle load.  

 

4.2 Motor intervals 

Intervals between complete switches were measured according to the criteria and 

algorithms described in Chapter 3. Importantly, the analysis is not affected by incomplete 

switching. Figure 4.13, left, shows interval distributions across the full bias range. 

Intervals are exponentially distributed in the measured range (~ 10 s) with bias dependent 

mean interval lengths. The superior resolution provided by BFP interferometry over 

tethered cell assays allows an assessment of intervals down to 10 ms after median 

filtering. Intervals were analysed for the bias bins with the largest amount of data and are 

exponentially distributed (Figure 4.13, right), with no sign of a double exponential as 

reported previously (Kuo and Koshland, 1989). It is possible the double exponential arose 

due to multiple crossing of the zero-speed threshold applied in that study, an artefact that 

is observed when the single-threshold scheme is applied to the current dataset (not 

shown).  

Mean CW and CCW interval lengths vary in a reciprocal manner with bias (Figure 4.14, 

top), with the mean interval lengths robust to at least ± 20% changes in threshold and 

median filter level (Figure 4.14, centre). The free energy difference between the states 

varies approximately linearly between 2 kBT and -2 kBT over the range of bias that is 

approximately linear with CheY-P concentration (Figure 4.14, bottom), consistent with 

the previous relationship observed between free energy difference and CheY-P 

concentration (Sharf et al., 1998).   
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Figure 4.13. Intervals between complete switches. CW data are represented by dark blue circles, CCW data 

by light blue squares. Left: interval distributions across the full bias range (from top to bottom: 0.1± 0.05, 

0.2± 0.05, 0.3 ± 0.05, 0.4 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.7 ± 0.05, 0.8 ± 0.05, 0.9 ± 0.05). Lines are 

exponential maximum likelihood fits applied to the full datasets. Right: data for the first three bias bins (the 

largest datasets) binned as in the study of Kuo and Koshland, 1989 (20 ms bins from 0 to 1.5 s). 
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Figure 4.14. Top: mean interval lengths obtained from the fits in Figure 4.13. CW data are represented by 

dark blue circles, CCW data by light blue squares.  Error bars are 99 % confidence intervals. Middle: 

robustness of interval finding algorithm to 20 % variations in filter and threshold level. Threshold levels are 

α = 0.83 (squares), 0.67 (circles) and 0.59 (triangles) for CCW (light blue) and CW (dark blue) data. Error 

bars are 95% confidence intervals. Bottom: approximately linear variation with bias of ∆G between CW 

and CCW states, illustrated in the free energy diagram, inset.   
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These observations are in conflict with experiments reporting gamma distributed motor 

intervals (Korobkova et al., 2006). Those experiments were conducted using unsheared 

flagella, as described in a previous study by the same group (Cluzel et al., 2001) where 

bead attachment is evidently far from the motor, and the intact flagellum on its own 

contributes a viscous drag equivalent to a 0.5 µm bead attached to a flagellar stub. 

Consequently, the relaxation time of this system will be much larger than in the 

experiments conducted here. It is possible that gamma distributions arise through the loss 

 of short intervals caused by the relatively low time resolution, or that the relaxation 

dynamics of the filament undergoing polymorphic transitions during the switch (Van 

Albada et al., 2009) result in a characteristic interval length. Alternatively, the switching 

kinetics may have been different because of the permanently active CheY mutant used. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

Bacterial flagellar switching has classically been understood in binary terms. This study 

has identified the multi-state nature of the switch. Switch events are not instantaneous, 

but show a broadly distributed duration, and incomplete switches are prevalent. 

Exponentially distributed intervals between complete switches demonstrate that 

switching approximates a two-state Poisson Process at lower time resolution, despite the 

underlying multi-state nature of the switch, in agreement with early phenomenological 

models. These data rule out the MWC model and provide qualitative support for the 

conformational spread model of allosteric cooperativity. The next chapter undertakes a 

quantitative comparison between the experimental data and theory. 
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Chapter 5 

Model Agreement 

 

 

5.1 Model 

5.1.1 Conformational spread 

Following previous application of the conformational spread model to the bacterial 

flagellar switch (Duke et al., 2001), we consider the switch complex to be a ring of 34 

identical protomers, each consisting of ~1 FliG, 1 FliM and a tetramer of FliN subunits. 

Each protomer possesses a single binding site, to which a CheY-P molecule can be bound 

(B) or not bound (b). Each protomer can independently exist in each of two 

conformations, active (A, corresponding to CW rotation) or inactive (a, corresponding to 

CCW). It is assumed that CheY-P binds the active state more strongly.  

The reduced model of conformational spread described in Chapter 2 was applied. The 

magnitude of the free energy difference between activity states is EA, independent of 

CheY-P binding. A free energy diagram of the four states of a single protomer and the 

transitions between them is shown in Figure 5.1, left, for the case of CW bias = 0.5. 

Without CheY-P bound the inactive (CCW) state is energetically favoured, and with 

CheY-P bound the active (CW) state is favoured, consistent with the known relationship 

between bias and CheY-P concentration (Cluzel et al., 2000).  
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Figure 5.1. Conformational spread model of the bacterial flagellar switch. Left: the free energy diagram of 

the four states of a protomer and the transitions between them for the case of CW bias = 0.5, excluding free 

energy due to the conformation of neighboring protomers. CheY-P is shown as a black circle. Right: 

Interactions add 0, +2EJ or –2EJ to the free energy of a conformational change, depending on the state of 

adjacent protomers.    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.2. A generalized version of the free energy scheme shown in Figure 1, left. The free energy of 

conformational change is ±EA. The free energy of CheY-P binding is dependent on the CheY-P 

concentration as shown, with EC = - loge(c/c0.5). If EC > 0, the inactive state becomes more highly 

populated and hence CW bias < 0.5, while EC < 0 similarly implies CW bias > 0.5. 
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In the ring, interactions between adjacent protomers favour pairs with the same 

conformation, such that the free energy of interaction is lower by EJ for any like pair 

compared to any unlike pair, independent of CheY-P binding. These interactions add 0, 

+2EJ or –2EJ to the free energy of a conformational change, depending on the state of 

adjacent protomers (Figure 5.1, right).   

Rate constants for conformational change that satisfy detailed balance are expressed as: 
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( )Aa →∆G  is the sum of the free energy changes associated with changes in activity and 

interaction, holding one of six values: ±EA, ±(EA+2EJ) or ±(EA-2EJ). The fundamental 

flipping frequency, ωa, was set as 104 s-1, a typical rate of protein conformational change 

and consistent with previous modelling of the switch complex (Duke et al., 2001, Hille, 

1992). Lacking information about λa, the parameter that specifies the degree to which 

changes in the free energy affect forwards as opposed to backward rate constants, an 

intermediate value of  λa = 0.5 was selected.  

As specified in the general model (Chapter 2), the free energy associated with CheY-P 

binding depends only on the conformation of the protomer bound, and not on adjacent 

protomers. Binding rates are expressed as: 
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where c is the concentration of CheY-P, c0.5 is the concentration of CheY-P required for 

neutral bias, ωb is the characteristic binding rate and ( )Bb →∆ ∗G  is the free energy 

associated with binding when CheY-P is at the concentration c0.5 (= ±EA). By 

consideration of detailed balance, the free energy of CheY-P binding is then: 
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The protomer free energy diagram is redrawn for the case c ≠ c0.5 in Figure 5.2. A value 

of ωb = 10 s-1 was selected based on the experimentally determined CheY-P binding rate 

(Sourjik and Berg, 2002b), and consistent with previous modeling of the switch complex 

(Duke et al., 2000), and λb = 0 such that the binding rate is independent of protomer 

conformation. 

 

5.1.2 Simulation 

Monte Carlo simulations of the conformational spread model described above were 

coded in C++ by Dr. B. Steel (postdoctoral researcher in the Berry Group, Department of 

Physics, University of Oxford) and provided for use. The simulation is described in this 

section. Each protomer is initially set to inactive and without CheY-P bound (interval 

analysis as described in Chapter 3 begins only from the first switch, so any initial 

perturbation of behaviour due to initial conditions will not affect the final analysis). 
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Following on from initial conditions, each protomer n of the ring is assigned two 

transition times, An and Bn, at which it will undergo a state change associated with (A) 

activation or inactivation and (B) binding or release of CheY-P. For a rate constant k the 

time for each forthcoming transition was calculated as t-t0 = -loge(rand)/k, where t0 is the 

simulation time at which the calculation is made and rand is a random number (8 byte 

double) generated in the interval 0 to 1 according to the Mersenne-twister algorithm 

(Matsumoto and Nishimura, 1998). The simulation iteratively progresses to the earliest 

time present in the arrays A and B, and modifies the state of the corresponding protomer 

accordingly. New transition times An and Bn are then calculated for that protomer, and, if 

the transition was associated with a change in activity of that protomer, then transition 

times An+1 and  An-1 for the two neighbouring protomers are also recalculated. The 

number of active protomers and bound CheY-P were recorded at times m∆t, for integer m 

up to 300,000 and ∆t = 0.1ms, and passed to a Langevin simulation 

 

5.1.3 Langevin dynamics 

To allow direct comparison between the output of the conformational spread model and 

experimental data, a linear dependence of motor speed on the number of active protomers 

in the ring was assumed. This assumption is based on the motor containing a large 

number of independent units (Reid et al., 2006) each of which generates constant torque 

in a direction specified by the state of the nearest rotor protomer (the assumption is 

expected to breakdown at low numbers of stator units, as discussed in Chapter 6). A 

Langevin simulation, which considers Brownian motion in a potential, was adapted from 

Xing et al., 2006, and modelled the viscous load of the bead connected to the motor by a 
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flexible tether, thereby converting simulated activity on the ring into rotation angle of the 

bead. Rotor position is updated at each simulation step of length ∆t following: 

                                           ttVttt rotorrotorrotor ∆+=∆+ )()()( θθ ;                                

motor speed is proportional to ring activity and is given by Vrotor = V0 (NCCW(t) – 17) / 17 

where V0 is the maximum speed and NCCW(t) is the number of inactive subunits outputted 

by the Monte-Carlo simulation. Bead position is updated by introducing a Wiener 

process: 
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here Z is a normal random variable with zero mean and unit variance,  beadζ  is the drag 

coefficient of the bead, Γ is the torque delivered through the flexible linkage in the 

hook/flagellum that can be modeled by assuming an ideal elastic spring:  

                                                       )( beadrotor θθκ −=Γ ;                                             

κ is the experimentally determined stiffness of the hook/flagellum (Block et al., 1991). 

The Langevin simulation described above was coded in C++ by Dr. B. Steel and 

provided for use.  

 

5.1.4 Choice of energy parameters 

Simulation θbead records were split into 30s records and analyzed identically to 

experimental records as described in Chapter 3. The resulting simulation speed records 
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were binned by CW bias rather than the underlying value of c/c0.5. The simulated CheY-P 

concentration was varied to obtain the desired CW bias. 

Energy parameter maps were constructed in an attempt to find suitable values of EA and 

EJ for comparison to experiment. The mean complete switch duration, mean complete 

switch interval and mean incomplete switch interval were measured from simulated data 

(binned at 0.5 CW bias) as a function of EA and EJ across the ranges 0.2 < EA < 1.0 and 

3.7 < EJ < 4.5 (Figure 5.3).   

The relationships observed between the energy values and switching behaviour are 

consistent with our understanding of the conformational spread model.  Events proceed 

via the nucleation of a new domain, at an energy cost of 2EJ ± EA, and the domain spreads 

around the ring, with the free energy change for each protomer undergoing a 

conformational change equal to ±EA. Upon completion of the spread to encompass the 

entire ring, the energy of the system reduces by 2EJ ± EA. Complete and incomplete 

switching depend on nucleation and spread, and are thus a function of both EA and EJ, 

while the duration of a complete switch depends only on spread, and thus is only a 

function of EA.    

The maps do not appear to identify a single pair of energy values for EA and EJ that are 

able to accurately reproduce all three of the experimental means. This was confirmed by 

conducting a parameter space search for solutions, the results of which are shown in 

Figure 5.4. The curves identify EA and EJ values that provide separate agreement for 

switch duration, complete switch interval, or incomplete switch interval means. The three 

curves do not have a common intersection, and demonstrate that the conformational  
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Figure 5.3. Energy landscapes for mean complete switch duration (top, with the map rotated to identify EA 

and EJ dependencies to the right), mean complete switch interval length (middle) and mean incomplete 

switch interval length (bottom). 
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Figure 5.4. Solutions for agreement between experiment and simulation. For each EJ value considered, an 

EA value was determined by using MATLAB’s fminsearch function to locate a stable minimum of the cost 

function (S-E)2/E2, where S and E denote simulation and experimental mean values respectively for either 

mean switch duration (18.72 ms, obtained from all 3579 switches analyzed), mean complete switch interval 

or mean incomplete switch interval (0.75 s or 0.25 s respectively, obtained from the 448 intervals from the 

records where the CW bias was between 0.45 and 0.55). Sq were obtained from identical analysis of 50 

separate 30 s simulations with the parameter c/c0.5 set to 1 to give an average bias of 0.5. Starting values for 

EA were either 1 kBT  or 0.6 kBT, chosen to provide stable solutions.  
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spread model (with the fixed selected values for ωa, ωb, λa, λb) is only able to provide 

close agreement for any two of the experimentally determined means.  

We choose to optimise agreement for complete switching (mean duration and mean 

interval at 0.5 CW bias). A 2-D parameter space search was conducted for suitable EA 

and EJ values in the vicinity of the unique solution identified in Figure 5.4. MATLAB’s 

fminsearch function was used to locate the stable minimum of the cost function        

Σq(Sq-Eq)
2/Eq

2, where S and E denote simulation and experimental mean values 

respectively for the mean switch duration (q=1) and mean complete switch interval 

(q=2). E1 =18.72 ms, obtained from all 3579 switches analyzed, while E2 = 0.75 s, 

obtained from the 448 intervals from the records where the CW bias was between 0.45 

and 0.55. Sq were obtained from identical analysis of 50 separate 30 s simulations with 

the parameter c/c0.5 set to 1 to give an average bias of 0.5. Starting values of EJ = 4 kBT 

and EA = 1 kBT were used. Final values were EJ = 4.13 kBT and EA = 0.66 kBT. 

These fitted energy values are sensitive to the fixed parameters ωa, ωb, λa, λb.  

Consequently, they are unlikely to represent precisely the true free energy values 

associated with conformational changes and coupling in the bacterial flagellar switch. 

However, it is worth noting that the fitted value of EA appears to be consistent with 

previous experimental findings. The rates of switching in the absence of CheY at low 

temperature provided the free energy difference between CW and CCW ring 

conformations as a function of temperature up to about 10 °C. An extrapolation of the 

data provided an estimate of the free energy difference between ring conformations at 

room temperature (about 15 kBT). Meanwhile, the theoretical free energy difference 
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between ring conformations in the absence of CheY-P is 34EA, approximately 20 kBT 

with the fitted EA here. 

  

5.2 Agreement 

5.2.1 Multi-state behaviour 

The constrained simulated speed records (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6) are qualitatively 

indistinguishable from the experimental records, exhibiting complete and incomplete 

switching between CW and CCW states. The simulated records were analysed using 

algorithms identical to those applied to experimental records, as described in Chapter 3 

(Figure 5.7). 

The similarity between the simulated and experimental multi-state behaviour is clearly 

evident (Figure 5.8). The fastest switches are observed to be completed in less than 2 ms, 

undergoing an abrupt change in rotation direction. Typically, switches last of order 10 

ms, with a smooth deceleration, reversal and acceleration phase. Slower switches are 

observed lasting tens of millseconds, and are more likely to exhibit non-monotonic speed 

variation, a signature observed in slower experimental switches. The slowest switches 

last over 100 ms. Interestingly, these often display the behaviour observed in very slow 

experimental switches, where motor rotation plateaus for a sustained period at an 

intermediate speed (typically close to zero) before completion. 

Complete switch durations are distributed equally to the experimental data (Figure 5.9). 

The agreement is notable for the fact that only the mean switch duration was used to 

constrain the simulations. Simulations reproduce the peaked distribution, and subsets of  
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Figure 5.5. Full 30 s record of a typical unfiltered simulation of the conformational spread model, showing 

the number of active protomers in the ring (blue) and the number of CheY-P molecules bound (green). The 

trace is split into 5 s sections top to bottom. 
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Figure 5.6. The corresponding simulated speed record computed from the subunit record of Figure 5.5, for 

direct comparison to experimental data (median filtered (100 points) and including the effect of the bead 

linkage). The trace is split into 5 s sections top to bottom. 
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Figure 5.7. Analysing simulated records. Top: three seconds of a typical unfiltered simulation record of the 

conformational spread model, showing the number of active protomers in the ring (blue) and the number of 

CheY-P molecules bound (green). To the right is shown activity and binding histograms for the full 30 s 

record. Bottom: the corresponding simulated speed record for direct comparison to experimental data, 

median filtered (100 points) and including the effect of the bead linkage. The motor speed histogram for the 

full 30 s record is used to set the α and β thresholds. Indicated are the passages of the thresholds that define 

switching behaviour. 1 alone: not scored. 1→2: complete switch (CCW→CW). 3→4: incomplete switch 

from the CW state.  Switching from the opposite state is defined similarly. 
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Figure 5.8. Multi-state behaviour in simulation records. Left panels: 100 point median filtered speed trace. 

Centre panels: unfiltered bead angle trace. The duration of the switch, marked in red, was calculated as the 

interval during which the bead angle trace was statistically different from the CW and CCW motor states, as 

with the experimental data. Right panels: the number of active protomers (blue) and bound CheY-P molecules 

(green) in the simulation. Switch durations (from top): 2 ms, 9.9 ms, 42.9 ms, 105.6 ms. The bottom dataset 

displays an incomplete switch leading to transient reversal of rotation. 
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Figure 5.9. Top: Comparison of simulated experimental switch duration distributions. Experimental data are 

in blue, simulation data are in red. Inset: mean and variance of switch durations for CW-to-CCW (light 

coloured datapoints) and CCW-to-CW (dark coloured datapoints) switches for different ranges of CW bias 

(low = 0 – 1/3, middle = 1/3 – 2/3, high = 2/3 – 1). Error bars are 99% confidence intervals. The associated 

distributions are shown in the bottom three panels.   
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the data sorted according to bias and switch direction do not display clear trends, as 

observed in experiment. A consideration of conformational spread kinetics might have 

suggested that switches from the favourable to the unfavourable state would take longer 

to complete. It may be that in this scenario, only the fastest switches can survive to 

encompass the ring for completion, opposing the expected trend. 

Incomplete switches were not fitted in the constrained model but nonetheless display 

qualitatively similar behaviour to experiment (Figure 5.8), with events undergoing non-

monotonic speed variation and occasionally being responsible for reversals. The events 

occur as a Poisson process with bias-dependent rate constants, showing broad 

quantitative agreement with experiment (Figure 5.10). As in the experimental data, the 

exponential distributions are conserved across β, and mean intervals exhibit the same 

linear relationship with β (Figure 5.11). In the context of conformational spread, β is 

related to the extent of the spread during the incomplete switch, further indicating that the 

dynamics of the switch out of equilibrium are similar in experiment and simulation. 

The frequency of incomplete switching is higher in experiment than in simulation. 

Agreement may improve upon a more thorough search of the model parameter space, to 

include an examination of the parameters ωa, ωb, λa and λb. Closer agreement might also 

be achieved by introducing torque-generating units into the simulation: the current 

simulation treats the switch as a 34-state system; reducing this to a ~ 10 state system 

(Reid et al., 2006) will lead to further discretisation of speed. Activating ~ 1 in ~ 10 units 

will lead to a larger fluctuation in speed than activating ~ 1 in 34 protomers, increasing 

the number of incomplete switches detected. It is also possible that the higher frequency  
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Figure 5.10. Intervals between incomplete switches. Experimental data are in blue, simulated data in red. 

CW data are represented by dark blue circles, CCW data by light blue squares. Top: distributions of 

intervals at a range of CW biases ((from top to bottom: 0.1± 0.05, 0.2± 0.05, 0.3 ± 0.05, 0.4 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 

0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.7 ± 0.05, 0.8 ± 0.05, 0.9 ± 0.05). Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits applied 

to the full datasets. Bottom: mean interval lengths obtained from the fits above. Error bars are 99 % 

confidence intervals. 
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Figure 5.11. Incomplete switch interval dependence on β. Experimental data are in blue, simulated data in 

red. CW data are represented by dark blue squares, CCW data by light blue circles. Top: distributions of 

intervals between incomplete switches for the CW bias bin with the largest dataset (0.2 ± 0.05), with 

varying β (from top to bottom, β = 1/3, 1/6, 1/1000, -1/6). Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits to 

the full datasets. Right: linear variation of mean interval lengths with β obtained from the fits on the left. 

Also plotted are the mean complete switch interval lengths (see section 5.2.2), equivalent to an analysis 

with β = -2/3. Error bars are 99 % confidence intervals. 
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of incomplete switching in experiments is an artefact of noise, despite the measures 

described in Chapter 3 to reduce such effects. 

 

5.2.2 Motor intervals 

The intervals between complete switches are distributed exponentially with bias- 

dependent mean interval lengths in very close agreement with the experimental data 

(Figure 5.12), despite only having constrained the simulations with the mean interval 

length at 0.5 CW bias. Evidently, the simulated flagellar switch can also be regarded as a 

two state Markov system at lower time resolutions. Figure 5.13 displays the full datasets. 

The insets show the data plotted on a log-log scale; the absence of linearity here 

demonstrates that unlike at long timescales (Korobkova et al., 2004) the experimental 

data do not follow a power law distribution on short timescales. 

The agreement between experimental and simulated intervals provides the basis for an 

assessment of missed events. It is possible that very short intervals were missed due to 

experimental noise and filtering, which would affect the complete switch interval 

distributions. Missed events would also have consequences for incomplete switching, 

whereby filtered pairs of complete switches separated by a short time interval are 

misclassified as an incomplete switch. The concern was addressed by analyzing the 

simulation protomer records, which are free from noise and filtering, with an analogous 

interval measurement algorithm to that described in Chapter 3, but with thresholds set to 

detect transitions between 0 and 34 active subunits. These data are found to be 

exponentially distributed with rate constants in very good agreement with the simulation 

distributions (Figure 5.14). This approach is equivalent to simulation techniques used for  
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Figure 5.12. Distributions of intervals between complete switches at a range of CW bias values (0.1 ± 0.05, 

0.2 ± 0.05, 0.3 ± 0.05, 0.4 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.6 ± 0.05, 0.7 ± 0.05, 0.8 ± 0.05, 0.9 ± 0.05 top to bottom). 

Experimental data are in blue, simulated data in red. CW data are represented by dark blue circles, CCW 

data by light blue squares. Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits applied to the full datasets. 

Bottom: mean interval lengths obtained from the fits above. Error bars are 99 % confidence intervals.   
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Figure 5.13 Distributions of intervals between complete switches at a range of CW bias values (0.1 ± 0.05, 

0.2 ± 0.05, 0.3 ± 0.05, 0.4 ± 0.05, 0.5 ± 0.05, 0.6 ± 0.05, 0.7 ± 0.05, 0.8 ± 0.05, 0.9 ± 0.05 top to bottom). 

Experimental data are in blue, simulation data are in red. CW data are represented by dark circles, CCW data by 

light squares. Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits applied to full datasets. Insets are the same data 

plotted on log-log scale, demonstrating the lack of a power law distribution in all bias bins. 
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Figure 5.14. Assessment of missed events. Simulated data are in red, protomer record data are in green. 

CW data are represented by dark circles and CCW data by light squares. Top: distributions of intervals 

between complete switches across the full bias range. Lines are exponential maximum likelihood fits. 

Bottom: mean intervals from the fits above. Error bars are 95 % confidence intervals. 
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determining the significance of missed events in ion channel record analysis (Qin and Li, 

2004), and suggests that missed events are unlikely to be an issue in the experimental 

data. 

  

5.2.3 Cooperativity 

A final and important test of the constrained model is whether it reproduces the high 

cooperativity observed in previous experiments (Cluzel et al., 2001), while maintaining a 

minimal binding cooperativity (Sourjik and Berg, 2002b). The construction of a Hill plot 

confirms this to be the case (Figure 5.15), with hY = 3.5 and hR = 9.4. 

The value of the binding cooperativity is slightly higher than experimentally observed, 

although that number is expected to be an underestimate due to confounding cytoplasmic 

contributions (Sourjik and Berg, 2002b). Equivalent FRET experiments on single motors 

may provide closer agreement. Such experiments may be able to resolve the difference in 

the number of bound CheY-P molecules between CW and CCW states. Figure 5.7, top, 

shows a subtle shift in the bound fraction around a switch event, associated with the 

difference in dissociation constants between CW and CCW states in the model. (A lag-

correlation analysis of the protomer and binding series did not identify a clear correlation 

between changes in binding and protomer activity, suggesting that binding sometimes 

leads and sometimes lags subunit activity). However, the two populations are clearly 

evident over the course of 30 s (as seen in the histogram of Figure 5.7, top, right).  
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Figure 5.15. Simulated bias (black diamonds), and fraction of protomers with CheY-P bound (grey 

diamonds), versus CheY-P concentration parameter (c/c0.5). A Hill fit (not shown) to the simulated bias 

gave a Hill coefficient of 9.4, but the bias is also well fit (black line) using a Hill coefficient of 10.1 as 

experimentally determined previously (Cluzel et al., 2000). The simulated binding curve is bounded by the 

single-site Michaelis Menten dissociation curves for inactive (lower grey curve) and active protomers 

(upper grey curve), as expected from the model. Error bars showing standard errors of the mean are smaller 

than the symbols.    
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5.3 Conclusion 

Having constrained the conformational spread model on the basis of a small subset of the 

experimental data, remarkable agreement was found between experiment and simulation 

across the entire dataset. We conclude that conformational spread provides an accurate 

representation of the flagellar switch, and the means by which signals are amplified at the 

end of the E. coli chemosensory pathway. 

Modern theoretical treatments of allosteric regulation indicate that the conformational 

heterogeneity that results from stochastic coupling, both between different subunits and 

between binding and conformation, may be a selectable trait (Hilser, 2010). Presumably 

the protomers of the complex could have evolved to be more tightly coupled, suggesting 

that the multi-state activity observed here may provide functional advantages in flagellar 

switching. During chemotactic tumbling, the CW rotating filament undergoes a partial 

transition from a stable left-handed state to an unstable right-handed state. It has been 

argued that sufficiently long CW rotation would result in the formation of a stable right-

handed state, ceasing tumbling (Macnab and Ornston, 1977). The possibility that 

intermittent pausing prevents this transformation has been discussed (Eisenbach et al., 

1990) and would appear to offer an advantage to multi-state switching over binary 

behaviour. 

At lower time resolution the switch can be approximated as a two state system, which 

affords the convenience of applying the MWC model. The parameters of the MWC 

model are related to the conformational spread parameter EA. The equilibrium constant, 

L, is given by exp(∆G/kBT) where ∆G is the free energy difference between CW and 

CCW states in the absence of ligand, equal to nEA, where n is the number of protomers. 
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Meanwhile, the ratio of active to inactive dissociation constants is exp(2EA/kBT). The 

understanding of receptor cooperativity in MWC terms helped to explain the variability 

in cluster sensitivity and amplification (Sourjik and Berg, 2004, Endres et al., 2009), as 

discussed in Chapter 2. The switch does not appear to display any adaptation, such that 

the sensitivity of the switch to CheY-P concentration remains fixed at ~ 1 / 3 µM, and 

amplification is currently understood to be constant. However, the MWC framework may 

explain the apparent lowering of sensitivity with temperature (Turner et al., 1999): the 

equilibrium constant increases with temperature (Turner et al., 1996), leading to a 

decrease in sensitivity (see Chapter 2). Eventually, Turner et al. found that the 

physiological range of CheY-P concentration was unable to achieve high CW bias. At 

this point, it is possible that the switch sensitivity was beyond the operational value of 

3 µM. This may have some bearing on thermotaxis, the biased random walk towards 

areas of preferable temperature (Sourjik and Wingreen, 2007), and also the pathway 

details of bacteria found naturally at different temperatures. For comparison, 

Haemoglobin is tuned between species living in different oxygen environments, with 

studies demonstrating that mutations at the interface of tetramer subunits are responsible 

for shifts in 1
2/1

−K  (Koshland and Hamadani, 2002). 

More widely, this work represents the first instance where the data appear to require the 

abandonment of classical allostery in favour of the general allosteric scheme to explain 

the conformational dynamics of a protein. Recent advances in resolving the functional 

states of a number of proteins have necessitated extensions of the classical models 

(Viappiani et al., 2004, Karpen and Ruiz, 2002), suggesting other systems in which 

conformational spread may be observed. With the classical models encompassed at its 
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parameter space limits, we expect the model to be generally useful in understanding 

allosteric cooperativity in proteins.   
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Chapter 6 

Further work 

 

6.1 Towards higher resolution 

Important unknowns still surround the flagellar switch, with players in the network still 

being investigated. The dicarboxylate molecule fumarate, an intermediate in the citric 

acid cycle, has been shown to effect switching by lowering the free energy of the CW 

state relative to the CCW state in the presence and absence of CheY (Prasad et al., 1998). 

Fumarate is unable to bind any element of the switch complex; instead, interaction 

proceeds via the membrane bound enzyme fumarate reductase, which is ordinarily 

responsible for converting fumarate to succinate for the purposes of anaerobic respiration 

(Cohen-Ben-Lulu et al., 2008). The fumarate-bound enzyme binds FliG, although the 

details of docking between the membrane bound protein and rotating FliG are unclear. 

Fumarate reductase deletions result in poor motility due to reduced flagella number and 

non-switching motors, demonstrating an important role in both assembly and switching. 

Another intriguing area is the role of acetylation, a second form of covalent modification 

to CheY, achieved by autoacetylation with acetyl coenzyme A (AcCoA) as an acetyl 

donor (Barak et al., 2006), or catalysed by AcCoA synthetase with acetate or AcCoA as 

an acetyl donor (Barak et al., 2004). Disruption of these mechanisms results in defective 

chemotaxis. Early investigation indicated that CheY acetylation increases the probability 
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of CW rotation (Barak et al., 1992, Ramakrishnan et al., 1998). However, a recent study 

determined that acetylation interferes with the binding of CheY to CheA, CheZ and FliM 

(Liarzi et al., 2010). Since the concentrations of acetate, AcCoA and AcCoA synthetase 

depend on the metabolic state of the cell, acetylation may provide a means of connecting 

the chemotaxis pathway to metabolism.             

Meanwhile, phosphorylation crosstalk between the dozens of two-component signalling 

pathways in the cell may present further sources of regulation. Further biochemical work 

is required to understand these mechanisms, but improvement in the biophysical 

techniques used to study flagellar rotation will provide further insight into the switching 

mechanism, and more generally, the kinetics of conformational spread. 

At higher resolution, one may expect to detect n+1 discrete speed levels during motor 

switching, associated with the periodicity of the switch complex (n ~ 34) or more likely, 

the number of stator units applying torque (n ~ 10). Furthermore, interesting switching 

signatures should arise as the number of stator units present in the motor decreases. The 

linear relationship assumed between ring state and speed is reasonable for a complete 

complement of stator units, but is expected to breakdown at lower numbers. At this point 

the number, arrangement and turnover dynamics of units may have a significant effect on 

switching behaviour. With sufficient resolution, the stepping motion of the motor will 

become visible, providing the ultimate view of these kinds of activity, as well as insight 

into the difference between CW and CCW rotation at the mechano-chemical cycle level. 

For motivation, we briefly consider the stepping behaviour of a switching motor with one 

stator unit. A modified version of the simulation code described in section 5.1.2 was used 
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here, written in MATLAB. In addition to transition times for changes in activity and 

binding on the ring, a transition time is assigned for the next conformational change of a 

single stator unit. The unit is assumed to be a Poisson stepper. The rate of stepping is set 

by considering a motor rotating at 100 Hz (a reasonable value at low load, where one 

stator drives the motor as fast as a full complement (Yuan and Berg, 2008)), with 26 steps 

per revolution (Sowa et al., 2005). The rotor, upon which the stator acts, is assumed to 

consist of 26 FliG subunits and 34 FliM subunits, arranged according to the model of 

Brown et al., 2007, where eight approximately uniformly spaced FliM subunits do not 

communicate with FliG. A one-to-one correspondence in activity is assumed between the 

remaining 26 FliM-FliG pairs, where the activity of FliM is according to the constrained 

conformational spread model of Chapter 5. The angle of the rotor in units of steps relative 

to an arbitrary start angle is noted at every iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation and 

saved at the sampling frequency. The stator unit remains fixed relative to this start angle. 

Upon conformational change of the stator unit, the state of the local FliG subunit 

determines the direction of the step. Following on from the crossbridge-type stepping 

mechanism (Kojima and Blair, 2002) that considers a high duty ratio (Ryu et al., 2000), it 

is assumed that the step is only taken if the destination subunit shares the same state as 

the local subunit. Switch events in the simulation are shown in Figure 6.1. Evidently, the 

motor is brought to a near stand-still during complete and incomplete switches, taking 

only a few steps backwards and forwards about a fixed angle for most of the duration of 

the event, as it catches up with the boundaries of CW and CCW activities on the ring.   

Recent work on the low load regime of motor function (Yuan and Berg, 2008, Yuan et 

al., 2009) identifies the next generation of bacterial flagellar motor experiments that will  
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Figure 6.1. Examples of switching events at the stepping resolution, with one stator. The activity of the 

switch is shown in blue, while the stepping of the motor is shown in green. 26 steps correspond to one 

revolution. The motor pauses as the switch undergoes conformational spread. The figure is continued on 

the next page.  
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Figure 6.1 continued. Examples of switching events at the stepping resolution, with one stator. The activity 

of the switch is shown in blue, while the stepping of the motor is shown in green. 26 steps correspond to 

one revolution. The motor pauses as the switch undergoes conformational spread. 
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allow investigation of this kind of behaviour. The monitoring of gold nanoparticles 

attached directly to hooks as described in Chapter 1 provides a two fold advantage for 

switch experiments. Firstly, the size of the particle and absence of flagellar stub reduces 

the relaxation time, and lower limit of time resolution, to ~ 8 µs for a gold nanoparticle of 

diameter 80 nm (Baker and Berry, 2009), over 100 times shorter than the relaxation time 

of a 0.5 µm diameter plastic bead. This is sufficient to observe stepping at rotation rates 

of order 100 Hz. Secondly, it appears that switching kinetics will be slower at low load. 

Yuan and Berg, 2009, demonstrated that the conformational spread model reproduces the 

relationship between switching rates and load, in the low load regime, if the fundamental 

flipping frequency decreases with decreasing load. In conformational spread simulations 

(Chapter 5), the switch duration, and complete and incomplete switch intervals increase 

for reduced flipping frequency (Figure 6.2). Consequently, it is expected that all elements 

of switching will slow down with decreasing load, providing an improved ability to 

resolve multi-state behaviour. The first steps towards realising this level of resolution are 

described in the next section. 

 

6.2 Experimental preliminaries 

Strain An existing strain from Dr. Y. Sowa (a former postdoctoral researcher in the 

Berry group) was selected for low-load switching experiments on the basis of being wild-

type for chemotaxis, and lacking filaments and stators (YS33 (∆pilA, fliC::Tn10, 

∆motAmotB)). An existing plasmid (pDB27 (motAmotB Arabinose inducible, 

Ampicillin resistant)) was selected for stator protein induction.  
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Figure 6.2. Switching as a function of fundamental flipping frequency in simulations of the constrained 

conformational spread model described in Chapter 5. Each data point represents the mean of the feature in 

question, measured from 50 records, each 30 s long.  
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Competent cells were prepared using the calcium chloride method of Sambrook and 

Russell, 2001. 3 µl of plasmid was transformed by incubation with 200 µl of the 

competent cells on ice for 1 hour, followed by 2 min at 42 °C and 2 min on ice. 1 ml of 

LB was added and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour. The mixture was spread on LB-agar 

plates containing ampicillin and stocks produced.    

Sample preparation Cells were grown aerobically from a 100 µl aliquot of frozen stock 

for 5 h at 30 °C with shaking at 180 rpm, in tryptone broth (1% tryptone; 0.5% sodium 

chloride) containing ampicillin antibiotic at 100 µM to preserve plasmids. 100 nm gold 

nanoparticles (Corpuscular Inc., USA) were attached to cell hooks by antibody 

interaction as follows, based on the protocol of Yuan and Berg, 2008. Primary antibody 

(rabbit anti-hook antibody, provided as a gift from H. C. Berg) was purified using a 

purchased kit (Dojin-Do, Japan). Secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit antibody, Sigma-

Aldrich, UK) was conjugated to LC-SPDP (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) for attachment to gold. 

500 µl of 2.5 mg/ml secondary antibody (diluted by PBS-EDTA) was combined with 

12.5 µl of 20 mM LC-SPDP in DMSO and incubated for 30 min. The product was 

filtered with a Zeba spin column (Perbio Science, UK) following kit instructions. 

Antibody aliquots were stored at -80 °C.      

500 µl of gold stock solution was combined with 3 µl of secondary antibody – LC-SPDP 

and incubated for 3 hrs. 500 µl of the solution was combined with 10 µl of 1mM MPEG-

SH (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) in DMSO. MPEG serves as blocker to prevent gold interaction 

with cell bodies. The product was incubated overnight and stored at 4 °C for use within 

two weeks. 
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1 ml of cell culture was washed three times with final suspension in 400 µl of motility 

buffer (6.2 mM K2HPO4, 3.8 mM KH2PO4; 0.1mM EDTA at pH 7.0). 1 µl of primary 

antibody stock was diluted 100 times, and 10 µl of the product combined with 100 µl of 

cell solution. Product was incubated for 25 min allowing conjugation of primary antibody 

to hooks. Coverage was assessed by tethered cell analysis (hook-only cells do not tether 

unless treated). 

Product was washed three times with final suspension in 40 µl of motility buffer. This 

was added to the pellet produced by spinning down 100 µl of gold solution. The product 

was incubated for 25 minutes, allowing conjugation of gold to hooks. The product was 

washed and resuspended in 200 µl of motility buffer, for use in a standard tunnel slide 

(see Chapter 3 for description). Full protocol details are given in Appendix A.   

Observations An existing laser darkfield microscopy setup constructed by Dr. Y. Sowa 

and Dr. B. Steel was used for sample assessment. Laser light is focused by an objective 

lens onto the sample. The back-scattered light from gold nanoparticles is collected by the 

objective lens and focused onto the CCD of a high speed camera, for position detection of 

the nanoparticle by Gaussian fitting. A brightfield illumination path allows candidate 

spinners to be located. Of the number of cells with gold attached (of order 10 %), less 

than 10 % are found to be spinning and typically only one spinner of sufficient quality is 

found per slide. The low yield of the assay prevents the high volume of data collection 

that will be necessary to elucidate the workings of the motor and switch. Investigation 

continues into improving the yield of the assay.      
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Microscope stage system The improved resolution provided by the gold nanoparticle 

assay increases the need to reduce external noise sources. The commercial coarse 

dovetail stage and fine-positioning piezo stage in the current setup are chief contributors, 

coupling mechanical and electrical noise to the sample (personal communication, Dr. B. 

Steel). The high-end piezo system used to locate motors in previous investigations (Sowa 

et al., 2005) provided a resolution of ~ 0.1 nm in positioning. High-end differential 

micrometers are only able to achieve resolutions up to ~ 20 nm, but may be sufficient for 

locating the size of markers (~ 100 nm) intended for use. Meanwhile, the micrometer 

setup is without electrical noise and is expected to provide greater system stiffness than 

the piezo setup. The design of a stable piezo-less stage is detailed here, inspired by an 

existing piezo-carrying coarse stage system designed by Dr. R. Berry. 

The basic design comprises a three-axis stage around the objective lens (Figure 6.3). Full 

technical drawings of the system are provided in Appendix B. Translation in the x axis is 

allowed through three double-row ball bearing linear stages (part no. M-UMR5.16, 

Newport, UK). Translation is controlled by a differential micrometer (part no. DM11-16, 

Newport, UK) screwed into the central linear stage. Each linear stage contains two 

springs; all springs except for the outer pair in the farther two linear stages from the 

micrometer are removed to reduce the load on the micrometer to an acceptable level. 

These farther linear stages are spaced as widely as possible to increase stability.  

Translation in the y axis is performed similarly. 

The z-plate is mounted kinematically. Here, x and y translation of the z-plate is restrained 

by a kinematic screw (part no. 9377-K, Newport, UK) through the z-plate, mounted into a 

conical section of the base plate. Pitch and yaw of the z-plate is restrained by another  
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kinematic screw through the base-plate mounted into a v-shaped groove section of the z-

plate. Translation in the z-axis is then possible via roll of z-plate in the v-shaped groove 

section. Roll is controlled by a high-load bearing micrometer (part no. MDE216, Elliot 

Scientific, UK) screwed into the base plate and mounted onto a flat section of the z-plate. 

Kinematic mounts are constructed from steel and inserted into the aluminium plates, for 

extra hardness. During measurement, noise may be reduced by locking the z-plate to the 

base-plate. This is achieved with a screw passing through both plates; the screw passes 

through the z-plate at a tongue-section protruding into the central aperture close the 

objective lens. This section is reduced in thickness to allow flexing of the z-plate and 

fine-adjustment of the z-axis position. 

It is reasoned that a larger mass will be less susceptible to mechanical noise: the 

dimensions of the plates are made as large as possible given restrictions on optical air 

table space, and as thick as possible given the restriction of objective lens height. (The 

objective is mounted directly into the base plate, allowing the back aperture to be as close 

as possible to a mirror collecting back-scattered laser light. This ensures that the 

maximum amount of light is collected. The light is directed through a tunnel within the 

base plate before exiting for imaging). The central aperture in the plates is made as large 

as necessary to allow for the fitting of a custom temperature controller (provided by M. 

Baker) to the objective lens. The base plate is mounted on a custom optical box housing 

opto-mechanics for the darkfield and brightfield light paths. The box contains pillars to 

support the stage, with spacing calculated to avoid standing wave modes in the setup.  
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Using these designs, the stage is currently under construction by the workshop in the 

Department of Physics, University of Oxford. It is hoped that the setup will provide the 

basis for low noise, high resolution experiments on bacterial flagellar motor dynamics. 

 

 



Appendix A 
 
 
A1. Tunnel slide 
 

To construct the tunnel slide: 

 

1. Wash 22 x 22mm clean coverslip with clean water and place in laminar flow to dry. 

2. Clean slide with ethanol and lay down two pieces of tape (avoiding air bubbles) to 

make tunnel. 

3. Lay dry coverslip (hair-dry if necessary) over tunnel and ‘colour-in’ with pipette tip 

to achieve good contact. 

4. With razor, cut away excess tape. 

5. Shear 0.7 ml of culture 50 times with shearing device – maintain high pressure 

through shearing. 

6. Spin cells 7000 rpm for 2 mins 

7. Empty supernatant, add 1ml of motility buffer (MB), and pipette up-and-down to stir. 

8. Repeat step 6/7 twice, but after last spin add 250 µl of MB. 

 

To load the tunnel slide:  

 

9. Flow 10 ul of polylysine into the tunnel, and use tissue to wick exiting flow. Leave 

for 1 minute. 

10. Wick through 50 µl of MB to wash. 

11. Wick though 10 µl of cell solution.  

12. Leave slide inverted in humidity chamber for 10 minutes. 

13. Wick though 50 µl of MB to wash. 

14. Wick though 10 µl of bead solution 

15. Leave slide inverted in humidity chamber for 10 minutes. 

16. Wick though 50 µl MB to wash and exchange buffers 

17. Seal tunnel ends with grease to avoid evaporation.   

 



A2. Flow slide 
 

To construct the flow slide: 

 

1. Wash 22 x 40mm clean coverslip with clean water and place in laminar flow to dry. 

2. Clean slide with ethanol and lay down tape across all three holes evenly. 

3. With razor, cut out Y-channel and remove with tweezers. 

4. Place coverslip over Y-channel and fully ‘colour-in’ tape with pipette tip 

 

To prepare the cells: 

 

5. Shear 14 ml of cell culture 50 times with shearing device (do two lots of 7ml). 

6. Spin cells 7000 rpm for 2 mins, empty suspension, add 1ml of motility buffer 

(MB), pipette and vibrate to stir. 

7. Repeat step 6 twice – after last spin add 250 µl of MB 

 

To load the flow slide:  

 

8. Inject MB into entry tube 1 with syringe to fill slide system and seal entry tube 2 

9. Inject polylysine into entry tube 1 with syringe and leave for 1 min. 

10. Inject MB to wash 

11. Inject cells and leave for 15 min 

12. Inject MB to wash 

13. Inject beads and leave for 10 min 

14. Inject MB to wash 

15. Attach MB container and attractant container to entry tubes and close ends with 

clips 

 

 

 

 

 



A3. Gold nanoparticle assay 
 

Preparing primary antibody 

 
1. Purify 50 µL of rabbit anti-hook antibody from Howard Berg’s laboratory using IgG 

purification kit-A (Dojin-Do) following kit instructions. 

2. Measure purified antibody using the Bradford Method. BSA or purchased IgG (R5506 

from Sigma, UK) can be used for standard calibration curve. 

3. The purified antibody may be around 0.25 mg/mL  

4. Fast freeze aliquots in liquid nitrogen and store in -80 C freezer. 

 

Preparing secondary antibody 

 
1. Wash Zeba spin column using PBS-EDTA following kit instructions. 

2. Mix 500 µL of 2.5 mg/mL IgG (diluted by PBS-EDTA) and 12.5 µL of 20 mM LC-SPDP 

in DMSO and incubate for 30 min. 

3. Filter with washed column. 

4. Fast freeze aliquots (5-10 µL) in liquid nitrogen and store at -80 C freezer.   

 

Preparing gold nanoparticle solution 

 
1. Vortex gold stock (stored in 4 C fridge). 

2. Combine 500 µL of gold stock and 3 µL of IgG LC-SPDP (stored in -80 C freezer), then 

straight away vortex for 1 s, avoiding bubbles throughout. 

3. Incubate for 3 hrs. 

4. Combine the 500 µL of gold solution with 10 µL of 1mM MPEG-SH in DMSO (stored in 

-20 C freezer), and vortex for 5 s, avoiding bubbles throughout. 

5. Incubate overnight (12-14 hours). 

6. Store in 4 C fridge and use within two weeks 

 
Preparing the tunnel slide 

 

1. Wash 1mL of cell culture (spin down in centrifuge (always at 7000 rpm for 2 min), 

remove supernatant and resuspend in 1 mL motility buffer (MB). Repeat another two 

times with final suspension in 400 µL of MB. 



2. Dilute 250 µg/mL of purified rabbit anti-hook antibody (αFlgE) down to 2.5 µg/mL, 

placing on ice during preparation. 

3. Combine 100 µL of the cell culture and 10 µL of antibody. Flick to mix and incubate for 

25 minutes. Store remaining antibody in -20 C freezer and diluted antibody in fridge, for 

use within a couple of weeks. 

4. Spin down and remove all supernatant carefully with a pipette, and resuspend in 300 µL 

of MB. Repeat another two times with final suspension in 40 µL of MB. 

5. Spin down 100 µL of gold nanoparticle solution and remove as much supernatant as 

possible, carefully with pipette. 

6. Combine 40 µL of the cell culture to the remaining gold pellet and mix with pipette, 

being careful to avoid bubbles. 

7. Incubate for 25 min 

8. Spin down, remove all supernatant carefully with pipette and resuspend in 200 µL of MB. 

9. Proceed with tunnel slide. 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B 
 

B.1 Stage plans 
 
Overleaf are technical drawings for the x,y,z and base plates of the piezoless stage 

discussed in Chapter 6, as well as the optics box on which the stage is mounted. 
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